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Introduction

The desire to work as a collective in human beings is undeniable, as “the life-process is

essentially social from the start” (Ellwood 1909: 394). The start refers to the fundamentally

biological origin of cooperative action and its inextricable link to the origin of species.

Whereas the social, deals with the evolution from the lowest phases of physical interaction

between individual organisms to higher stages of psychical interaction that lead to

associations, and eventually social organization (ibid.). For centuries, those studying the

nature of social organization as a system contrasting the individual from the collective

(Hyyppa 2010: 3) have tried to understand how, why and in what ways these associations

are built.

One such reasoning has been through the production, accumulation, and use of

‘social capital,’ a productive resource found in the social relationships of collectives

(Coleman 1988a; Defilippis 2001; Putnam 1993). Individuals build associations with each

other by interacting and communicating, in turn embedding social capital “in social

relations, [whereby] constructed forms of social organisation could function as resources

for those who are able to use them as such” (Tacon 2016: 6). This provides an additional

value for individuals to perform cooperative actions, as they do so to achieve their interests

and goals (Obsiye, Tlili 2013: 553). It has been emphasized that social capital is “not

embodied in any one particular person, but rather is embedded in people’s social

relationships” (Defilippis 2001: 785). Moreover, it is possessed by communities, not

people1 (Defilippis 2001; Mattessich 2009; Schneider 2017).

In this thesis, community is defined as the social relationships of people existing

within a certain boundary (Wellman 1999: xii). Therefore, referring to a ‘functional

community’ that indicates the presence of social relations held between members, rather

than a ‘structural community’ that focuses on the physical presence of members (Coleman

1Even though it is communities that possess social capital, it is the individual themself who must realize and
utilise it (Defilippis 2001: 785).
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1988b: 385). This distinction is important as it is possible for a community consisting of all

required members to still lack relations between them (Coleman 1988b: 385). Thus,

specifying that “social capital resides in the functional community, the actual social

relationships that exist” (ibid, 387).

Social capital is produced through repeated social interactions between members of

the community, and where cooperation is the outcome (Rocco, Suhrcke 2012: 3). This

interaction occurs “in areas where residents can meet and spend time - however short -

together” (Aldrich, Meyer 2015: 263). Ray Oldenburg (1999) describes these as ‘third

places’ as they are neither private residences, nor activity-specific workplaces. To foster

these third places city planners and civic-bodies organize and reorganize the physical

layouts of neighborhoods, housing complexes, surrounding streets and areas to create more

spaces and activities that can increase interaction and communication between neighbors,

thereby increasing social capital (Newman 1996; Aldrich, Meyer 2015). Thereby building

‘social worlds,’ a form of social organization delineated by boundaries of interaction and

communication, instead of spatial demarcations or group membership (Shibutani 1955;

Unruh 1980).

However, not all third places are considered as social worlds. This is because the

reason they were constructed, might in reality, differ with the relations individuals have

with them, thus terming them as non-places (Augé 1992: 94). In other words, a third place

might be created with the intention of increasing neighborly interactions, however that

doesn't ensure in reality neighbors will see that place as an opportunity to interact with

their neighbors. Moreover, these non-places are characterized by “the feeling of

transitoriness, staying for a brief moment, and do not require observers or visitors to get

involved” (Markiewicz 2019: 11). And, has been attributed to the standardization of places,

or building identical places expecting similar results (ibid).

The proliferation of different forms of technologically mediated interaction, has

made it possible for third places to exist in the virtual world. Here, virtual world is defined

as:

Shared, simulated spaces which are inhabited and shaped by their inhabitants who are
represented as avatars. These avatars mediate our experience of this space as we move,
interact with objects and interact with others, with whom we construct a shared
understanding of the world at that time. (Girvan 2018: 1099)
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Third places constructed in the virtual world become a shared simulated space away from

both home and work for neighbors to interact and communicate with one another. They

also provide affordances such as atemporal communication opportunities to

time-constrained neighbors. And, a layer of anonymity (avatar) to neighbors who might be

more introverted and therefore choose not to interact physically. However, third places in

the virtual world can also be non-places. Then, how does one distinguish between third

places and non-places in the virtual world?

First, I must not presume all virtual worlds are conducive to developing and

maintaining relationships between users (Jones 1997), where group interactions and

personal relationships simply result from the adoption of various forms of

computer-mediated-communication (CMC) (Rheingold 1993; Hampton, Wellman 1999).

Instead, I must separate the terms virtual world, from virtual settlements (VS) and virtual

community2 (VC). A VS, relates to a place constructed in the virtual world to promote

interactivity amongst users, and a VC refers to the relations that form within them that

build attachment and belonging (Jones 1997; Blanchard, Markus 2004; Akoumianakis

2010). This is similar to physical neighborhoods (virtual world), where not all third places

constructed (VS) encourage neighbors to interact and build community (VC).

To differentiate itself from other group interactions in the virtual world, a VS must

be “symbolically delineated by topic of interest and within which a significant proportion

of interrelated interactive group-CMC occurs” (Jones 1997: 6). Moreover, they must meet

the following conditions: (1) a minimum level of interactivity, (2) a variety of

communicators, (3) a minimum level of sustained membership, and (4) a virtual

common-public-space where a significant portion of interactive group-CMCs occur (Jones

1997: 6).

Within these settlements, a VC exists if the following conditions are met: (1)

exhibit affective bonds through “feelings of membership, influence, need fulfillment, and

emotional connection” (Blanchard, Markus 2004: 69), (2) boundaries are delineated by

digital artefacts (Efimova, Hendrick 2005), and (3) norms and practices are established

(Efimova, Hendrick 2005). Through these criteria we also understand how “the distribution

of people in dispersed social systems is not only spatial, but mental” (Bernard 1973: 183),

2 I will not be focusing on other terms such as ‘cyber communities,’ ‘online communities,’ and ‘digital
communities (Agostini, Mechant 2019: 2028).
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whereby a user doesn't just exist within a spatial boundary of a virtual environment, but

must also feel belonging to it.

As the VS is represented as a particular place in the virtual world, it can be built by

a designer. Here, a designer refers to a person who uses theoretical assumptions,

internalizes mental representations, and then exeternalizes and manipulates representations

to create a particular VS (sensu Oxman 2000:338). However, the designer cannot create a

VC, as their formation depends on the users of the VS. Thus, only allowing the designer to

make the VS conducive to VC formation (Boyd 2011: 41). This is similar to city planners

and civic-bodies who create third places with the aim of increasing social capital and

transforming the structural communities found in neighborhoods into functional

communities, but cannot actually guarantee its outcome.

The boundaries between the VS and VC are demarcated through ability to form

‘mediatized worlds,’ which are the aforementioned social worlds expressed through

media-mediated communication (Hepp 2013: 82). In doing so, I do not view the online

world as independent of the offline world (Jurgenson 2012). Rather, I view it as “a new set

of ways for the physical world to be understood and appropriated” (Bell, Dourish 2011:

132). I understand the physical world as:
The sociocultural world is grounded in semiosic interaction and involves both tangible material and
mental aspects (respectively describable as physical and semiotic) inseparably related in semiosis
and the intersubjective interactional dimension. (Remm 2015:8)

To reiterate, this thesis does not take the perspective of digital dualism where the virtual

and physical world are deemed as separate (Jurgenson 2011), but as fundamentally

interwoven spheres (Mosconi et al. 2017) that exist at the “intersection of people,

technology and practice” (Boyd 2011: 39). Thereby, making the transference of social

capital between the two worlds a possibility (Ye et al. 2012).

Applications that will be studied and why

The usage of CMC to build third places for neighborhoods is not a novel topic. Since 1999,

digital mediums have progressed from predominantly being used to exchange messages

with others across the world to using digital to increase communication at the local level
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(Casalegno 2006: 123). This is to address the state of urban decay and impoverishment of

social relations in society today (Social Street 2013).

This decay is attributed to individuals in urban cities becoming “impersonal,

reserved, indifferent, blasé, and calculating as a means of protection” (Simmel 1950),

where they are wrapped up in their own bubbles, and overtime have become apathetic and

indifferent to those around them, thus leading to fleeting interactions (ibid.), and

decreasing levels of social capital (Putnam 2000). This state of decay was first highlighted

by Ferdinand Tönnies (1887b), as he studied how traditional social relationships were

affected by space transformation, urbanization and uncertainty caused by the Industrial

revolution. He focused on the transition of human settlements from traditionally

agricultural to modern industrial leading to the bifurcation of the strongly-knit community

(gemeinschaft) versus the artificially built society (gesellschaft) (ibid.). Since, community

has been often romanticised as a harmonic state of the past that lacks inequality and power

struggles, and promotes “personal qualities over external status qualifications” (Brint 2001:

19).

Evidence of this decay has been substantiated through on-ground research that

found only 57% of Americans knew some of their neighbours, and only 26% said they

knew most of their neighbours (Davis, Parker 2019). Likewise, in the UK 75% of adults

were not friends with their neighbours, with 1 out of 4 claiming there was no community

spirit (Anderer 2019).

One solution found was to build community for neighbourhoods through VS

creation, with the hope/aim that virtual interactions and communication between

individuals could help increase social capital in their relations (Ferlander, Timms 2007;

Tiwari et al. 2019). Examples of these projects include: A Toronto neighborhood that

included internet access in its design called Netville (Hampton, Wellman 1999), a

neighbor-to-neighbor social network called Nextdoor (2010), a civic engagement software

known as Neighborland (2011), and a social movement on Facebook called ‘Social Street’

(2013). The two projects I will be analysing in this thesis are Nextdoor and Neighborland.

Nextdoor is a hyperlocal social networking site founded in 2008 to help neighbours

get to know each other. It provides a dedicated mobile and web-based platform that offers

each neighbourhood “their own restricted site within the system” (Masden et al. 2014:
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3239). They are then equipped with identical design features, which can only be accessed

after one is verified as part of a particular physical neighbourhood. One can be verified

either through a “postcard with a verification code, a credit card or phone number linked to

the address, having another neighbour vouch for you” (Lambright 2019: 86). The

neighbourhood memberships are maintained by “a one-to-one mapping of real-world

community to virtual community” (Masden et al. 2014: 3239) and requiring a user to sign

up with their real names and residential address. Thus, encouraging members to be as true

to their physical identities in comparison to groups on Facebook or other public social

media (Adams, Rafalow 2017).

Neighborland is a civic-engagement platform founded in 2011 for government

agencies, and civic-minded organizations to connect with their neighborhood

(Neighborland 2019). The main aim is for collaboration on common goals for the

neighbourhood, which are created as individual projects on the platform. Members then

join the goals they are interested in to support them, share ideas on how to achieve them, to

give feedback, or simply be updated on their progress.

NextDoor acquired Neighborland in 2020, which provides an interesting

perspective as both applications were built by different designers, but share a common goal

of community and social capital building. The reason for not focusing on neighborhood

groups or social movements on Facebook and other social media networking sites, is

because users themselves leverage the groups function to create interaction for their

neighborhood, rather than being influenced by a designer. This is because Facebook was

not built with the same goals as Nextdoor, Neighborland. And therefore, does not align

with the aims of this thesis.

Background

The shift in CMC being used at a hyper-local level to build social relations and community

has been further amplified due to the Coronavirus pandemic of 2019. More commonly

known as COVID-19, the virus is “an acute respiratory infectious disease, which is mainly

transmitted through the respiratory tract” (2020a). Most patients infected contracted the

virus from “being in contact with virus contained surface or infected patients or carriers of
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the virus” (Baloch et al. 2020: 275). This led to governments and health organisations

implementing measures such as social distancing to contain the spread of the virus, with

the primary goal of reducing contact between individuals. This eventually created the

“implicit equation of sociality with risk” (Romania 2020:52) thereby making the “semantic

opposition between health and sociability” (ibid.).

Previously, individuals existed in their life environments of work, home, and public

where they played their life roles of professional (work), private (home), and citizen

(public) (Bradley 2006: 54). Based on the environment and the roles, interactions were

conducted and actions performed. However, since the pandemic all three environments

have collapsed into co-existence within the home environment. The home environment in

this paper relates to both the physical house an individual lives in, and the surrounding

neighbourhood the individual’s mobility has been restricted to. To escape these restrictions,

individuals turned to CMC to interact, communicate and gain information about their

changing environment.

A study of 25,000 consumers in 30 countries (2020b) recorded an exponentially

risen surge in usage of CMC. WhatsApp achieved the most gains at a 40% increase in

usage (ibid.), where in the early phase of the pandemic there was a 27% increase, which

increased to 41% during the mid-phase and 51% in the late phase (ibid.). Facebook

themselves found total messaging on all platforms (Facebook messenger, Instagram,

Whatsapp) had increased by 50% globally, total time spent by 70%, and time in group calls

over 1000% (Parikh, Schultz 2020). In the case of India, WhatsApp had a 40% increase in

conversations (2020c) especially in groups such as: school-parents, and Residents Welfare

Association (Jagannath 2020). China also experienced a similar increase in their local

social media apps Wechat and Weibo at 58% (Kantar 2020).

Nextdoor found a resurgence in their application, with daily traffic numbers

increasing by 73.3% in the USA (Koeze & Popper 2020). They also added Covid specific

features, such as a ‘help map’ that mapped geographical neighbourhoods and showcased

how neighbours could help one another from “running errands, helping with child care or

donating extra food” (Cutway 2020). And, launched a service to help small local
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businesses communicate about themselves and their take-out and delivery services3. By

doing so, Nextdoor became a platform for neighbours to interact and communicate with

each other without physically meeting. Thus, reinforcing the aforementioned idea that

social capital can be embedded in relations built and maintained on a VC.

Purpose

The importance of producing and using social capital during a pandemic can be studied

through prior research conducted during other outbreaks such as SARS in 2003 (Koh,

Cadigan 2008; Chuang et al. 2015) and Ebola in 2014 (Alonge et al. 2019). Research

found that outbreaks were better contained and handled in places with higher social capital

(Makridis, Wu 2021:1). Higher social capital refers to stronger relationships between

people of a particular place, which enable them to accomplish tasks during emergency

situations. This is due to the prevalence of trust, norms, and networks found in the relations

that lead to the facilitation of efficient collective action. Furthermore, those who had direct

access to a cohesive community (place with dense social relations) were able to cope, or

even avoid the disaster all together (Koh, Cadigan 2008: 274). Research conducted during

COVID-19 also found similar results where communities with higher social capital showed

greater concern for others, and thereby adhered to guidelines more attentively, such as,

social distancing (Ding et al. 2020) or having higher testing rates (Wu et al. 2020).

The research work conducted in this thesis stemmed from the lack of digital

applications (apps) dedicated to building third places for neighbourhoods in India. In

specific, they lack focus on fostering interaction and communication between neighbours

to create community and social capital. Popular neighbourhood apps in India include

MyGate4, JioGate5 and Gatekeeper by ADDA6, but are built as solutions for security and

6 Gatekeeper by ADDA is a management app for apartments that allows for visitor and staff management,
emergency management and a mobile intercom service.

5 JioGate is a management app for apartment complexes that records visitor, domestic-help, and other entry
and exit times. It also has an e-intercom feature to accept or restrict entry of a visitor.

4 MyGate is a security and management app utilised by gated housing societies in India. It builds
communication between residents, management committees, security guards and facility managers.

3 Retrieved from:
https://help.nextdoor.com/s/article/Using-Nextdoor-to-support-your-neighborhood-during-this-crisis?languag
e=en_US 12.04.2021.
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community management (paying bills). In gated neighbourhoods, residents mostly utilise

Whatsapp to connect with neighbours (Bhatt 2020). There are apps such as The Padosi7,

and Neighborly8 by Google that attempt to resemble a neighbourhood social network, but

failed to gain any traction amongst Indian audiences. Neighborly was eventually shut down

in 2020 (Singh 2020) as it failed to provide users with any additional benefit even during

the pandemic.

Therefore, I would like to create an app that can become a third place for Indian

neighborhoods. In order to do so, I will take the perspective of an app designer to

understand how to create a VS that is conducive to VC formation. Thereby, allowing social

capital to be built even during the COVID-19 pandemic, where neighbors cannot interact

due to physical restrictions. The following research questions have been formulated to help

guide this process.

1. In what ways can a designer influence the building of social capital and community

online for a neighbourhood?

2. How can interaction from physical space reappear on a virtual community?

3. How do interactions from neighbourhoods translate differently on NextDoor and

Neighborland?

4. To what extent does the translation from physical to virtual impact app

development on the levels of (1) interaction environment, (2) interaction with

neighbors and community, and (3) philosophy or negotiations behind the

application?

5. In what ways can the differences in translation between NextDoor and

Neighborland assist future mobile application design for building social capital

online?

8 Neighborly is an app that allows users to find answers about their neighborhood. It is a question and answer
based format.

7 The Padosi (neighbor in Hindi) is an app created to connect government officers and civic bodies to the
public. Users can post problems they face in their neighborhood, and other neighbors can support, oppose or
discuss the issue. If a campaign/issue receives more than 10% of support, the app will relay it to the
civic-body.
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Delimitation and what makes this semiotic?

The end-goal of this thesis is to build an app that can assist physical neighborhoods to

become social capital producing communities. This requires the determination of

conditions that can assist in the creation of community both online and offline. Over the

decades researchers have made many attempts to determine these conditions, which have

included dimensions of physical proximity (Tönnies 1887; Hale 1995; Effrat 1974), social

network (Wellman 1999), a shared sense of belonging, warmth and security (Bauman

2001), and the addition of space in George Homan’s elements of the group that include:

interaction, sentiment, activities, and norms (Hillery 1955: 238). This thesis is another

attempt to determine those conditions. However, my focus is on understanding how

thought can be ordered and presented toward collective action instead of individualistic,

thereby creating community.

To do so, I will utilise a sociosemiotic perspective to study conversations and

interactions as ‘communication’ or a form of social action (Cobley, Randviir 2010: 20),

where as a consequence of social action, sign users make meaning (Vannini 2007: 116) in

their neighborhoods. Michael Halliday suggests that it is through language that individuals

are able to form social groups, as it allows them to interact with one another and designate

social roles (1978: 14). Augusto Ponzio add another layer by suggesting it is ‘dialogue’

that recognizes the social element of language, which can be maintained through the

process of semiosis of: (1) information or signification, (2) symptomatization, and (3)

communication (ibid.).

Prior studies of social capital have either been through a sociological or economic

approach, and focus predominantly on its existence, accumulation and benefit to order

transactions. Either by illustrating it as “an aspect of relationships among individuals,”

considering it as ‘property’ to be owned by individuals in a collective, or as a “collective

good, by definition available to each citizen” (Van Deth 2003: 82). However, I will view

social capital as messages constructed, exchanged and utilized by neighbors, where

dialogue occurs and not just accumulation. Here, I am focusing on messages as ‘channels’

rather than their ‘content’ (Dijkstra, Veenstra, Peschar 2003). Furthermore, the interactions

on the app will be analysed as ways to produce and receive messages of social capital.

Thus, helping to select “a given form of social capital that is valuable in facilitating certain
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actions [in contrast to those that] may be useless or even harmful for others” (Grootaert,

Serageldin 1999: 46).

Content Summary

The main goal of this thesis is to build a virtual settlement (VS) as a third place for

neighborhoods in India to interact and communicate on. The aim of this is to help physical

neighborhoods become social capital producing communities with strong relations between

neighbors. To achieve this, I will reconstruct the design processes of two pre-existing VSs

that focus on neighborhoods and community-making. By studying the choices and

configuration of choices taken by their designers, I hope to create a blueprint for the app I

am attempting to create.

In order to achieve this, I have constructed this thesis on four main content pieces:

(1) studying how designers can bring patterns from the physical world to the virtual world,

(2) identifying the interaction patterns from the physical world that lead to social capital

production, (3) determining methods to reconstruct and evaluate the Neighborland and

Nextdoor design process, and (4) reconstruct and evaluate the design process of both apps

to identify the blueprint for my app. After which, a conclusion is presented.

To understand the ‘how’ of the first content piece, I study the claims-to-pattern

approach to a designer’s process. Through this, a designer first identifies the goal of the

app, and constructs a vision based on how that goal is achieved in the physical space. Then,

he/she creates a set of grammatical rules based on predictive claims from the physical

space. And finally, specifications on the app are determined by answering claims through

explicit patterns that have been used in the virtual space by previous designers. During

each stage of this process, a designer utilises intersemiotic translation as both an

anticipatory tool to navigate the virtual world. And as a generative tool to fill the gaps

created in the physical world.

The next content piece studies social capital and community-oriented theories and

empirical works to identify predictive claims: (1) elements that make a settlement more

conducive to community formation, (2) the role of third places in building connection

between neighbors, and (3) how social capital can be produced by a settlement or
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community. The claims chosen are based on the perspective of procedurality, to identify

rules of interaction that lead to the production of social capital or community. Thereby,

organizing the claims as either lexical or grammar rules. The purpose of this is to build a

logonomic system for future-users to understand how to produce or receive messages of

social capital and community building.

Content piece three determines two methods to study the reconstruction process of

Nextdoor and Neighborland. The first is a categorization of possible design alternative

types by Paul Resnick and Robert Kraut (2011) that can be chosen to create a virtual

community (VC). Based on the types, configurations of alternatives are selected to answer

the claims. The second method focuses on evaluating the designer’s process and the chosen

alternatives. To achieve this a content-analysis on user reviews is conducted through a

customised extractor model created on Monkey Learn, a text analysis software. The

content is reduced through content-tags relating to either positive or negative reviews

toward features, designated roles, partnerships with institutions, impact on social relations

or suggestions.

Based on the results, the design process and intersemiotic translation are

reconstructed and evaluated. Thereby differentiating the two apps. The vision for Nextdoor

is based on a neighborhood association, versus Neighborland as a neighborhood council.

The vision then determines the claims selected to build the logonomic systems of both

apps. And the patterns from virtual space used to create the specifications. Moreover, the

designer’s dominant is also identified, where intersemiotic translation occurs from the

gesellschaft-oriented physical world to the gemeinschaft-oriented app.

14



Figure 1: Summary of steps required to create the logonomic system.
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1. From the physical world to the virtual

The aim of this chapter is to study ‘how’ designers can build a VS by bringing patterns

from the physical world to the virtual world. The ‘how’ refers to the cognitive process of a

designer, who uses design as a form of problem solving (Eastman 2001: 147). Here the

problem is to create a VS that is conducive to interaction and communication between

neighbors. To study how this problem is solved, I will focus on both the structure of the

designers’ mental representations (Lawson 1990: 3-4). And, how these mental

representations are then displayed as external representations on the app (Oxman 2000;

Eastman 2001). The choice to focus on both was to aid my understanding of the full range

of depictions, choices and combinations that might result in a VS, especially a VS

conducive to VC formation. Furthermore, the designers’ process and its representations

will be approached through a sociosemiotic perspective, thereby placing focus on the

“relations between signs and sign users” (Cobley, Randviir 2009: 20).

The objective of the design process is to find ways to hide the true complexity of

computer processing, so that everyday-users can interact directly with their devices to

conduct actions, such as document writing, illustrating designs (Sharples 1996: 3) or

messaging friends. Depending on the digital device, user-interfaces can be menu-driven,

graphical (GUI) (Saade, Otrakji 2007) or touchscreen GUI (Sonntag et al. 2009). Different

users interact with devices differently and for a myriad of purposes, therefore the design

process changes depending on the expected end-user. Here the end-user relates to

user-groups, not just a single individual and their anticipated reactions.

Over time there have been three main approaches to design processes that relate to

what the end-user hopes to achieve: (1) requirement-fulfilling (2) task-oriented, and (3)

goal-oriented. Initial design processes catered to workplace professionals and those in the

Information Technology field. Therefore, their interfaces were built through a

requirement-fulfillment perspective, known as ‘Waterfall-design’ (Lewis, Rieman 1993).
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However, as workplaces diversified it was argued that designers might not always know

the problem or requirements in the beginning of the process, and instead should use an

‘iterative method’ that allows for coevolution of problems and solutions through numerous

design iterations (Guo 2016: 26). This led to task-oriented designing (Lewis, Rieman

1993).

Now, designers are met with a diversity of interfaces available, such as mobile

devices (Jones, Marsden 2006), desktop, laptops, tablets (Johnson 2021), while also

expanding tasks to variety of contexts and settings with their own unique cultural

significations (Schmidt 2000; Eikenes, Morrison 2010). To cater to this shift, design

processes have become goal-oriented because goals are driven by human motivation and

are more long-term rather than tasks or activities that are impermanent (Cooper et al.

2007). Here it is not the feature that is key to success, but the achievement of goals

(Cooper et al. 2007), thereby conceptualizing this approach as ‘contextual design’ that

focuses on structuring user goals as intents, desires, and drivers (Beyer, Holtzblatt 2014).

Therefore, the system that is being built must first identify the goal of their end-user, and

then design to make achieving that goal as easy as possible.

Design itself can be further bifurcated into user interface design (UI), user

experience design (UX), and interaction design (IX), which have often been used

interchangeably, but in actuality are quite different. UI relates to the graphic design aspect,

UX to “the practice of designing products, processes, services, events, and environments

with a focus placed on the quality and enjoyment of the total experience” (Norman 2013:

5). Whereas IX is the “the practice of designing interactive digital products, environments,

systems and services” (Cooper et al. 2007: xxviii). The interaction designer focuses on

behaviour related aspects, in comparison to graphical and industrial designers who focus

on form, or information architects and copywriters who focus on content (ibid, xxxi). I will

be taking the IX perspective to build the system of a VS. Here systems refer to semiotic

systems composed of signs, and the relations between them (Ernest 2006: 70).
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The design process

A designer first begins the design process by identifying a ‘vision’ that connects the

end-user to the anticipated use of a product. The vision turns into an ‘operative image’ as a

sketch or plan, which is then transformed to a ‘specification’ that constructs the container

and conditions that can implement the prior processes (Lowgren, Stolterman 2004: 16-18).

Together these three steps build the entire design process.

At each stage, the designer identifies design problems that must be solved, and

locates familiar elements from the physical world to help provide, navigate and implement

the solutions in the virtual world. The solutions to these problems are either presented as

claims or as patterns. Here, claims are an effect of an action conducted in the physical

world (Belay et al. 2016), and patterns are the generic guiding principles for repeatable

problems (Alexander et al. 1977). These solutions can be utilised in three ways: (1)

locating an emerging pattern language that can be codified and used as guidelines for

recurring requirements, situations or contexts (Van de Veer, Van Weile 2011; Crumlish,

Malone 2009). (2) Identifying patterns that are ‘causal claims’ “in which X leads to Y

rather than merely observing that X frequently occurs in practice” (Resnick, Kraut 2011:

14). Or, (3) combining claims and patterns (Belay et al. 2016). I will be taking the third

perspective.

The designer first identifies causal claims in topic-relevant theories to study

solutions to problems based on the different psychological human responses an individual

can have in a given scenario (Carroll, Kellogg 1989; Carrol, Rosson 1992). As the claims

are scenario based, they only retain meaning when placed in a context. Therefore, they are

collected and organized to form a claims library (Belay et al. 2016). This library is

accessed during the specifications stage, and answered with patterns.

Whereas, “patterns provide a detailed solution to a contextually rooted problem that

is meant to capture a reusable or adaptable truth about a situation” (Belay et al. 2016).

They are identified on three levels: (1) postural patterns at the conceptual level, which are

used in service of a larger goal, (2) structural patterns that consist of views and element

groupings to arrange information and functional features, and (3) behavioural patterns
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relating to specific interactions with the overall elements created (Cooper et al. 2007:

158).

For each claim a designer can choose from a set of possible patterns on how they

would like to approach the goal-oriented problem. After which, the designer will select the

most appropriate design option/alternative to demonstrate the pattern (Resnick, Kraut

2011: 6). In other words, claims help locate the ‘type’ of solution, patterns help in the

‘content’ of the solution, and alternatives/options ‘execute’ the solution. In this way, this

process is not deterministic, but requires the designer to be an active decision maker rather

than a passive follower of prescriptive rules. Additionally, this allows the designer to study

the impact of a particular choice they make in the design process, and later study its impact

on a user of the application. Through this we can also infer that for every claim, a plethora

of patterns exist, and the choice to use one over the other is either because they achieve a

particular goal, or they are more effective in achieving the goal than another (Resnick,

Kraut 2011: 14-15).

Building internal and external representations

The aforementioned claims and patterns can be represented as metaphors on the app to

help build familiarity for both the designer and the end-user. These metaphors are a

cross-domain mapping (Lakoff 1993) between the physical and virtual world. Examples of

such metaphors include: Microsoft Word resembling a typewriter (Kunde 1986), Adobe

Illustrator9 alluding to an artist’s toolkit (Burrough, Mandiberg 2017), or email written as a

letter. Each of these have been taken from the physical world to make the virtual world

easier to navigate and use.

However, we must be cognizant that not all choices made based on the claims and

patterns from the physical world become easily usable or understandable metaphors on the

virtual. To make sure that the metaphors are as usable and understandable, a designer must

also conduct analysis on the following levels: (1) ‘cultural’ constraints in accomplishing

the task, (2) detailed ‘sequence’ of actions required to conduct and accomplish the task, (3)

how the work is conducted in the ‘physical’ environment, (4) what ‘artifacts’ were created

9 A design software that assists in creating vector-graphics.
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or used in accomplishing task, and (5) ‘flow’ of coordination required amongst individual

for the task (Beyer, Holtzblatt 2014). Depending on the overall goal of the app system,

different metaphors can be built on some or all levels.

To illustrate these three concepts, I will reconstruct a designer’s hypothetical

process. The designer first visits an office space, where they study how professionals work

and the tools they use. During observation a scenario is identified where individuals

sometimes require removing certain items. From there a design claim can be set that if a

user does not find use for an item they remove it. Now the designer looks at different types

of removal patterns, and identifies metaphors through the aforementioned levels: (1) a user

requires something sharp, or a user requires a container (2) a user selects what must be

removed, then removes it, then stores what has been removed in some place, (3) a user

physically cuts something, another user takes out the garbage (4) a user utilises scissors to

remove items temporarily, and a trash bin to remove them permanently. Based on the

design options selected the user interface will either display a ‘cut’ function on Microsoft

Word, or a ‘bin’ on the computer interface.

These metaphors not just make a computer function recognizable, but they also

indicate to a user what the effects of their use are (Trætteberg, van Weile 2000). Moreover,

they must be made by considering the entirety of the system metaphor (Beyer, Holtzblatt

2014), that builds its metaphorical space to differentiate itself from another application

(Trocchianesi, Pirola 2017). Such as Microsoft Word emulting paper, therefore using cut as

scissors, or Desktop using a bin as it recreates an office space (Trætteberg, van Weile

2000). If the two had been switched it is possible that users would not have understood

their purpose, which would have been a detriment to the aforementioned applications.

Mihai Nadin elaborates on the computer’s interface system as a metaphor by

suggesting it actually represents a complex sign system (1998: 275). He suggests the

system comprises a repertory, grammar, language, and meaning (ibid.). Through Nadin’s

work, we can begin to study the design process as “laws of sign processes meant to convey

a certain meaning to an intended interpretant (that is, the process of interpretation in which

various users become involved, the use of the system)” (ibid, 276). .

Scott Chase (2002) further elaborates on these grammar-based systems, as

“production systems that generate designs according to a specific set of user-defined rules”
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(Chase 2002: 161). The initial analogy was made by James Gips and George Stiny to build

vocabularies and interpretative mechanisms for paintings and sculptures by using grammar

as the internal organizing logic (1971: 134). However, Chase’s grammar-system focuses

on: (1) system development, including identifying object representation, control

mechanism, and grammar rules, and (2) application, focus on determination of rule, object

and matching condition by the designer (2002: 166). However, it is still based on

shape-grammar therefore focusing on 2D and 3D forms, rather than interaction based

systems.

1.1 Intersemiotic translation as a thinking tool in design processes

Designing a grammar-based system is the outcome of a design process, which requires a

designer to make decisions. Jiri Levy (1967) defines translation as a decision-making

process where a translator must use ‘definition instruction’ to define all their options to

translate a particular unit, and then use ‘selective instruction’ to select one of the options to

translate the unit. In doing so, translation becomes the thinking tool of a designer. More

specifically, ‘intersemiotic translation’ (Atã, Queiroz 2017), as it deals with the process of

translating text ‘a,’ elaborated to a semiotic system ‘A’ into text ‘b,’ elaborated to a

semiotic system ‘B’ (Eco, Nergaard 2001: 221), and the system is a “a disparate rule-based

organisation of meaningful signs unlike any other such entity” (Gottleib 2017: 46). Here,

the physical world is the source system, and the virtual world the target system (sensu

Kourdis 2015: 1).

The conceptualization of intersemiotic translation I am using is different from

Roman Jakobson’s (1959) initial term. His focus was more on “Intersemiotic translation or

transmutation [as] is an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of nonverbal sign

systems” (ibid. 233). This focus is too rooted in verbal language and must instead be

viewed as a process to be applied in this thesis (Toury 1986). The process being referred to,

does not involve the designer merely substituting physical interactions for virtual, but using

it as “a double act of communication” where the designer is a translator who is “a doubly

acting subject, as interpreter and as creator of a new text” (Sonesson 2014: 263–264).
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Here, I am also referring to Pierce’s triadic model of sign-object-interpretant rather

than Saussure’s linear ‘nature of the signifier’ (Kourdis 2015: 2). Therefore, focusing on

the translation of semiotic relations between sign-object-interpretant of one system into

another (Atã, Queiroz 2019: 189). Furthermore, the translation process can be mapped to

this triad in two ways: (1) the source is the sign and the target the interpretant, or (2) source

is the object and target is the sign (Atã, Queiroz 2019: 189). Thus, suggesting a relationship

between source and target where it refers to both the retaining, or transferred aspects of the

source language and the changed aspects noted in the target text.

With respect to designers, the functional role of the interpretant relates to their

design process, where intersemiotic translation scaffolds creativity by transforming one

semiotic system. In this way, the designer showcases how “an elementary act of thinking is

translation” (Lotman 1990: 143) where “the fundamental mechanism of translation is

dialogue” (ibid.). Moreover, “translative processes across languages evidence the dialogic

intertextuality structural to texts, such that textual practice itself in a single language is

already an exercise in translation” (Petrilli, Ponzio 2012: 15).

A designer can differentiate systems based on the logic that organized them by

identifying what provides the textual unity to the translation. This requires the designer to

identify the ‘dominant’ (Torop 2000). In this case, the dominant is not of objective value

(Torop 2000), as “translation is ideological since the choice of a source text and the use to

which the subsequent target text is determined by the interest, aims, and objectives of

social agents” (Schäffner 2003: 23). Or, by identifying ‘codes’ that are required for the

production or intention of texts (Chandler 2007: 147). Therefore, I must identify the

dominant logics the designer utilises during the design process.

By using intersemiotic translation in the design process, the designer brings

“temporary stability to the system, not in the sense of stasis (absence of change), but in the

sense of structured change towards sought-after goals” (Atã, Queiroz 2017: 46). The

source system acts as a pre-existing structured collection of one or more quality

dimensions, known as a ‘conceptual space’ (Gärdenfors 2004) that can be used as a map or

framework so that designers don’t have to start their process from the absolute beginning.

As previously mentioned the design process starts with a vision that becomes an operative
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image, which is then converted to specifications. This process stems from an intersemiotic

comparison between semiotic systems to locate differences.
If a source system is part of a conceptual space that is structured differently from the conceptual
space of the target system, the influence of the source system on the target system can generate
novelty (difference) in the latter. Furthermore, because the source system has a structure with at least
some degree of internal coherence, it is easier to produce novelty that is non-gratuitous and
potentially recognizable as aesthetically valuable. (Atã, Queiroz 2019: 193)

This leads to intersemiotic translation as either anticipatory, or generative tools (Atã,

Queiroz: 193-194). If the translation helps to direct a designer’s actions or predict certain

aspects then they are considered anticipatory tools (ibid, 193). An example of this would

be a poet thinking through the different styles of poetry writing (Boden 2016) and each of

their structures and systems before writing his own poem. In the design process this most

relates to the vision to the operative image stage, where the designer must sift through

styles, conventions and canonical references to best reflect their vision. On the other hand,

if a designer finds a significant difference between the semiotic system of their source and

target, and chooses to elaborate on it in the target then we can view intersemiotic

translation as a generative tool (ibid, 194). This is most likely to happen in the operative

image to specifications stage.

The process of replacing the source text with a substitute text, highlights

‘substitution’ as a fundamental concept. Dirk Delbatista (1993) supplements substitution

with his other code operations of repetition, deletion, addition, permutation . He also

suggests that when dealing with multi-authored texts one can utilise the holistic strategy of

transferring textual-functional clusters of features, thus finding approximate equivalence

on the ‘synfunctional level’ (Delbatista 1993: 32). This can be done instead of “assuming

that the equivalent transfer of individual text features will also yield an equivalent

synfunctional unity” (ibid.). There are two ways translators can deal with this. Either the

translator “may choose to pass over particular S.T. structures or even whole levels of S.T

structuration” (ibid.), or they may “leave behind altogether the viewpoint of the individual

S.T signs and their auto-functions” (ibid.).

As translation is an activity, it requires a purpose (Reiss, Vermeer 1984: 84-93). In

translation the purpose is known as ‘skopos’ (de Leon 2008: 1), which correspond to three

text types: (1) plain communication of facts, where content is the main focus of the

communication, (2) creative composition that focuses on the producer and form of the
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message, and (3) inducing behavioural responses, where the text type is operative and

persuasion focused (Reiss 2000). Depending on the purpose of this app being created the

text type can shift, such as a WHO Corona website would require content as the main

focus, in comparison to an interactive website based on Mozart’s work that transforms the

form of the message.

I will focus on the third type, as IX focuses more on inducing behaviour changes

from their users so that they (user) can meet their end-goals. Moreover, individuals must

access the virtual space from the physical space thereby making this a cognitively

supplementary translation, where audiences can simultaneously access, and partly

understand the source text (Gottlieb 2017: 53). For example: IX design has shifted user

behaviour by influencing users to book taxis on Uber or Bolt, by building a semiotic

system translated from the traditional system of calling or hailing a taxi. It follows the

sequence of real world interaction to want, find, call, ride, and pay for a taxi, but

substitutes the physical gesture of hailing with tapping buttons on a phone, and adding

elements like feedback and ranking.

When translating between semiotic systems, especially in relation from physical to

virtual I must navigate the complexities of relations between different modes, and the

affordances provided by each mode (Adami, Pinto 2019: 10). This is because the

translation process (1) transfers elements (2) transfers meaning, and (3) accounts for the

system of relations between the content and expression plane in the source text (Torop

2000). Only in doing so can I understand what the translation units are (ibid.). In order to

retain consistency of meaning, translation across different modes require different semiotic

resources, as certain resources are not modally shared (O’Halloran et al. 2016). An

example of this is the intersemiotic translation of novel into cover designs (Eghtesadi,

Salmani 2015), where the designer first notes that words, spelling, letter case, and

punctuation do not exist in the pictorial form (Gips, Stiny 1972). And then, during

translation must make certain choices on how to achieve the necessary meaning. This

might be possible by reconfiguring verbs as vectors, and prepositions by spatial

arrangement (Kunkhet 2015: 42). However, in doing so meaning can also be impacted, or

changed when one mode is translated into another.
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This leads to criticism based on the level and possibility of translatability between

the two semiotic systems. As we are not directly translating natural language and both

systems are not easily interchangeable we must leverage “the possibility of getting

different languages to interact in enunciative operations that are of the same nature or

perform the same functions” (Dusi 2015: 181). This is what makes IX design a truly

creative process, as they must determine what details to add when there is inadequate

information in the source-text, and how to organize the narrative into ‘thematic hierarchies’

and ‘groupings’ when there is too much information, and it cannot all be translated into the

different medium (Louhema et al. 2019: 496). Thus, we must elaborate the aforementioned

grammar structures, and take them one step further by suggesting it is actually the entire

language system that must be studied so that translation can occur to form an unified whole

(Eghtesadi, Salmani 2015: 1186).

By studying the online gaming world and its variety of media types and discourse

modes (Bratteteig et al. 2010: 75), IX designers can understand how to create new media

environments by translating physical to virtual. These environments are usually translated

in a way where they appear more appealing than a user’s everyday environment by

constructing an imitation reality (Lemke 2002). To construct these, an IX designer must

define and study the different meanings produced by semiotic acts in a source text: (1) the

presentational meaning of the ideational content, (2) the orientational meaning attribute to

participants attitudes and feelings, and (3) the organizational meanings of units that must

be combined to create meaning (Lemke 2002: 302-304). By collating this data, the

designer can identify if a certain genre or trope (Corneliussen, Walker 2008) can be

identified amongst semiotic systems, and then cross-check how other digital designs in the

particular category or canon have translated them. Once a gap has been identified, the

designer can build on it through the three meanings and recombine them to create the new

environment through:
a) the aesthetics of the gameworld as both an actualised explorable and mentally imagined universe;
b) the experiences and means of expression the world as a game system and tool allows and affords;
c) the social interaction in and about the world . (Klastrup 2009 cited in Manning 2019:1)

When the physical systems are translated into the virtual, two key elements of

space and time play a crucial role. This is because in the virtual world the“past, present,

and future exist all on one plane, different times bleeding into each other rather than the
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delineated linear conception of temporality” (Gourley 2013: 170). Similarly, sense of space

is perceived to be different with respect to “boundaries, partitions, change, and ownership”

(Pontikakis, Navratil 2006: 25). This time-space relation online has been conceptualized as

the ‘internet chronotope’ by Wegerif (2007). It is used to distinguish between differently

translated design processes that have led to distinct digital genres based on features,

functionalities, designed artifacts, and discourses (Bratteteig et al. 2010: 75), especially

concerning applications based on real-time spatial, locative, or world-building. For

example: differences in real-time spatial qualities of Waze, Google Maps and Apple Maps

(Popow 2018), different world-building of online simulated environments such as Sims

(Lemke 2005) and the game-world of Ryzom built on the alien planet of Atys (Manning

2019), or locative apps based on neighborhoods like Nextdoor and Neighborland. This

plays a crucial role when intersemiotic translation is utilized as a generative tool, and the

designer must realize new ways to translate the source system into the target system.

Works based on digital applications being used for learning and engagement in

public spaces (Pierroux 2018; O’Neil, Wilson 2010) introduce another level to using

intersemiotic translation as an anticipatory tool. This can be noted in examples of digital

apps that focus on expanding the museum experience through educational curation

(Pierroux 2018), and increasing engagement with cultural heritage (Stuedahl 2009). In both

examples, digital has been utilized as a tool to increase ‘voluntary attention’ toward an

object or process in the physical world (Vygotsky 2004 -- cited in Pierroux 2018: 129) by

users. To pin-point aspects requiring voluntary attention we must replace traditional

engagement processes of design that follow the linear sequence of “context, motivation,

engagement, and outcome” (Pierroux 2018: 131) with intersemiotic translation. By doing

so an IX designer can study the source system in the physical world to locate how:
Contexts mediate engagement in “a complex and nested arrangement of social-ecological features
and processes” that may differ according to subpopulation and institutional features (Lawson &
Lawson, 2013, p. 444). Such nested features include engagement with “various
tools/objects/technologies (e.g., computers), tasks (e.g., labs/assignments), activities or disciplines
(e.g., dance or math), people (e.g., peers, teachers, coaches) and places/social settings (e.g., school
or community agency)” (Lawson & Lawson, 2013, p. 444). (Lawson, Lawson 2013 cited in Pierroux
2018: 131)

Afterwhich, the IX designer can highlight areas that require more attention, in the case of

the museum, a specific exhibit and design an experience around it. However, in doing so
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the translator also becomes incredibly selective as they “attend to objects that bear salient

meaning for certain goals” (Gibson 1979: 48).

1.2 Chapter Summary

The focus of this chapter was on explaining how a designer brings patterns from physical

space to virtual space.

● Through the design process:

○ Design process relates to the cognitive process of the designer resulting in

internal/mental and external representations.

○ Focusing on a goal-oriented design process.

○ Through the stages of vision, operative image and specifications.

○ By identifying claims to be answered by patterns.

○ Building a grammar-based semiotic system

● Through intersemiotic translation:

○ Translation from the physical world system to virtual world system.

○ Focus on the process, and generation of a new text -- not just substitution.

○ Requires the identification of a dominant to provide textual unity.

○ Can be used as an anticipatory tool to create a plan.

○ Can be used as a generative tool to identify a gap.

○ Purpose is to induce behavioural responses.
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2. Locating design claims to create virtual communities

In this chapter, I will build a library of predictive design claims, which will be accessed

during the reconstruction of the claims-to-pattern approached design process in the

analysis. The collection I am building is known as a ‘claims library’ and contains

statements predicting the effect a certain action, feature or artifact will have on an

individual during a certain scenario (Carroll, Kellogg 1989; Chewar 2004).

To form the design claims, I will study theories, empirical studies and experiments

conducted in the physical space relating to: (1) elements that make a settlement more

conducive to community formation, (2) the role of third places in building connection

between neighbors, and (3) how social capital can be produced by a settlement or

community. And then select the claims during reconstruction that best suit the vision and

goals of the app being created (Carroll, Sutcliffe 1999: 216).

During the operative stage, a vision is usually converted into a metaphor. However,

as described in the prior chapter I am building a grammar-based system. Therefore, the

claims I will identify are rules, rather than individual interactions. This is to make the

design process more efficient and the final product suited to different neighborhoods rather

than just one. To exhibit the inefficiency let us use the example of ‘welcoming a new

neighbor’ as one interaction that can build social capital in a neighborhood. This

interaction is multimodal and requires a combination of choices from the welcoming

neighbour; waving-greeting (gestural) or full embrace (haptic) to make-meaning of gaining

intimacy and breaking boundaries between the two participants (Kimmel 2013: 76-124). A

change in weight projection toward a participant (kinetic) to showcase invitation, or torso

turning to indicate that the participant is open to conversing with the other (Barnstaple

2017: 44). The different choices, combinations of modalities, and ability to choose a

modality to suit any possible situation are affordances of the
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physical world that cannot all be translated online. Moreover, this is only one

interaction amongst the myriad that can build social capital, making it impossible to design

for.

Thus, I will identify claims through the perspective of procedurality, to identify

certain rules or behaviours that can lead to social capital (Ferreira 2015: 22). These claims

will assist in building a grammar-based system, known as a ‘logonomic system’ that will

eventually act as a set of knowledge for neighbors to produce and receive meanings

through (Hodge, Kress 1988: 4). However, the knowledge being built is not static, but

made and changed through organized social interaction (Van Leeuwen 2005; Volosinov

1973). By organizing social intercourse through this system individuals are more

encouraged to work cooperatively to “order future transactions and make such transactions

unambiguous” (Vannini 2007: 117), as they operate through messages about the

participants’ identity, relations, status, power, and agreement (Mehawesh 2014: 260).

Social intercourse can be organized in the logonomic system through two types of

semiotic rules: lexicon and grammar. Lexicon rules “establish the relation between

referents and sign vehicles” (Vannini 2007: 131), whereas grammar “refers to a body of

rules stipulating how message units are made up of smaller subunits” (ibid, 132). For

neighbours to participate in dialogue with each other and build social capital through the

VC they must be able to construct and exchange messages based on both rules.

2.1 Design claims relating to lexical rules

“Lexicon rules stipulate what signifiers refer to” (Vannini 2007: 370). Based on social

capital research, there are three main outcomes that social capital can refer to. The first is

obligations and expectations that require trustworthiness of the social environment

(Coleman 1988a: 102). The second is the information capability of the social structure,

where information exists in social structures and provides a basis for action (ibid.).

Information can be acquired through social relations that may be maintained for other

reasons (ibid, 104). And, the third are norms accompanied by sanctions that when enforced

by a member of a social structure also benefits all who are part of the structure (ibid, 104).
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Here ‘signifier’ is used through Pierce’s conceptualization of ‘index’ (1965) and

indicates the causal relationship between the signifier, and what is being signified, making

them motivated signs (van Leeuwen 2005: 49). Thus, social capital cannot be directly

equated to obligations, information, and norms, but should be viewed as effects (Torsvik

2000). This point of view addresses both the receiver who must make meaning of that sign,

and a producer who must decide what form the sign must take to best communicate the

meaning. Therefore, social capital is the message that is being communicated, but its

production and interpretation deem what social capital is being referred to. Through rules

formulated in an objectively built system “it is possible to say why their signifiers are

appropriate for their signifieds” (van Leeuwen 2005: 49). This means that when a situation

arises the formulated rules control how one uses a semiotic resource, but not in a way

where the rules are simply applied as situations vary and require both the producer and

receiver to adapt (ibid, 50).

These rules are formulated based on three types of metafunctions; ideational,

interpersonal and textual meanings that intrinsically structure a semiotic system (Halliday

1978: 112). The broad metafunctions assist in drawing boundaries between different

systems, and are “motivated by use in context” (Asp 2017: 32). The following design

claims are constructed based on these metafunctions, and will organize the system we are

creating.

The ideational metafunction organizes resources based on the content function that

encodes both the external world of cultural experience, and the internal consciousness

relating to the individual’s experience as a member of that culture (Halliday 1973: 66;

Halliday 1978: 112). This can be illustrated through Robert Putnam’s (1993) study of how

social capital creation is affected in communities in Italy.
In the North the crucial social, political, and even religious allegiances and alignments were
horizontal, while those in the South were vertical. Collaboration, mutual assistance, civic obligation,
and even trust - not universal, of course, but extending further beyond the limits of kinship than
anywhere else in Europe in this era were the distinguishing features in the North. The chief virtue in
the South, by contrast, was the imposition of hierarchy and order on latent anarchy. (Putnam 1993:
130)

Through this we note how the democratic worldview of the North Italy produces higher

amounts of social capital messages in comparison to the non-democratic South (Putnam

1993: 130). In this case, democracy is not referring to the constitutional and
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representational political system, but “all ways in which citizens influence the political

decision-making and political action of officials in a way that is considered legitimate”

(Peters 2005: 86). These can include formal and informal associations, thereby not

restricting citizen participation to just voting.

Heather Campbell and Robert Marshall (2000) outline five different motivations for

participation, however I am only focusing on two as they are most relevant to

neighborhoods. The first motivation is preserving community interests, and the second,

participating in deliberative democracy10 (Campbell and Marshall, 2000, 325-327). Both

motivations encourage ‘participatory planning,’ the process of non-elected individuals

taking part in making decisions regarding public issues (Churchman, Sadan 2003). For this

process to take place, neighbors must communicate and interact with each other to identify

common issues, set goals and implement solutions (Eshkol, Eshkol 2017: 216). Moreover,

this process requires a neighborhood to draw on financial and human resources. Therefore,

during this process messages of social capital are exchanged.

Design Claim 1: By fostering democracy through participatory planning, a neighborhood can

exchange messages of social capital.

Furthermore, to ensure and maintain a high level of democracy there must be

transparency created in the participatory planning process through: (1) transparency of

political decisions, (2) availability of alternative sources of information, and (3)

retrospective accountability (Breustedt et al. 2016: 648).

Design Claim 2: To ensure a high level of democracy be maintained, there must be transparency in

decisions, alternative sources of information provided, and a sense of accountability.

Next, is the interpersonal metafunction that relates to the interaction between

producer and receiver of a message (Halliday 1973: 66). It organizes resources into two

parts during dialogue to establish and maintain interaction; mood and residue (Matthiessen

10 Deliberative democracy encourages individuals to participate in debate regarding public issues, and also
assists institutions in finding collective solutions. (Campbell, Marshall: 2000, 325-327)
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1989: 863-867). Here, mood11 is a system that realizes interpersonal meanings (Fang 2019:

136) within dialogue by identifying the subject and finite verb, action, or occurrence.

Whilst, residue relates to any remaining meaning conveyed in the interaction.

In exchanging messages of social capital, the subject plays a major role in

promoting trust and accountability. Only if the producer and receiver are deemed

trustworthy will the receiver cooperate and sustain interaction (Millen, Patterson 2003).

This decision can be based on different dimensions of an individual’s identity and the

degree to which they are revealed (Chen et al. 59). These dimensions include: gender,

name, race, occupation etc.

Design Claim 3: Revealing different dimensions of an individual’s real identity can lead to more

trustworthy exchanges of social capital.

Residents of large neighborhoods residents are far less likely to interact with each

other than those in smaller neighborhoods (Williams 2006: 199). This is due to the

anonymity of other residents’ identities, including their natural identities, values, attitudes

and norms (ibid.). However, residents of very small neighborhoods also face issues, but

due to a lack of privacy (ibid.). This can cause a withdrawal from social interactions.

Design Claim 4: A medium sized neighborhood is most likely to promote social interactions, as

residents will know other residents, but also have privacy.

The second element in the mood system is the finite, or the action taking place.

Here, we aren’t focusing on the individual actions, but on the action of third place

construction through which interaction and communication amongst neighbours can be

promoted. Therefore, more messages of social capital can be produced and received.

To build the structural framework of this environment the following conditions

must be met: (1) it is formed on neutral grounds, (2) allow different members of the

neighborhood to attend, (3) center conversation as the main activity, (4) be accessible to all

residents by lacking physical or monetary barriers, (5) have a regular set of members that

11 In Halliday’s perspective mood does not relate to an emotive state, but the combination of subject and finite
verb.
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root themselves in the space, and (6) keep the mood upbeat (Oldenburg 1989). By fulfilling

these conditions the constructed environment becomes a third place that “function[s] as

unique public spaces for social interaction, providing a context for sociability, spontaneity,

community building and emotional expressiveness” (Bracken et al. 2009: 335).

Design Claim 5: To create an environment for communication and interaction between residents,

the conditions for being considered a third place must be fulfilled.

Although, if the third places display extremely high densities of residents it could

lead to a reduction in social interaction (Williams 2006: 198). Neighborhoods must either

create policies to optimize their third places where there are enough neighbors to consider

the space for interactions, but not so many that they become overcrowded (Altman 1975).

Or, build semi-private spaces, between private and public to be used as buffer zones

(Williams 2006: 198). These buffer zones can then provide residents “a degree of privacy

and territorial control with options for active contact into adjacent public space”

(Skjaeveland et al. 1996: 193).

Design Claim 6: Building semi-private spaces can act as buffer zones to create interaction with a

higher degree of privacy and territorial control than the public place.

To encourage residents to interact with each other, there must be ‘opportunities for

surveillance’ to be created (Williams 2006: 198). These opportunities include situations

where residents can either see actions conducted by other residents, or hear them

communicate (ibid.). Their purpose is to allow residents to locate those they might have

similar interests with, and therefore must be constructed into the environment being built.

They can be built through constructing “shared pathways to activity sites (private units,

parking spaces and local facilities)” (ibid.).

Design Claim 7: Opportunities for surveillance allows neighbors to see who they would like to

interact with.
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Finally, the third metafunction, the textual organizes resources based on

experiential meaning that enables a producer to construct a message that makes sense in

the context, and fulfills their goal (Andersen 2016). The producer can choose the type of

social capital they are signifying in their message based on the context of their social

environment. Although, it is important to point out that while goals shift, rules cannot be

changed by everyone as power is not equally distributed, and “agents with varying degrees

of social power have different influence” (Vannini 2007, 131).

Robert Wade’s (1994) study of villages12 within one irrigation system in south India

showcases a strong relationship between insufficient and uncertain water supply on

collective action. The results of the study indicated that farmers who received uncertain

water supply “developed the most active organizational responses: irrigator associations

backed with serviceable rules and widely accepted norms” (Krishna 1999: 74). This

behaviour was in stark contrast with “atomized individual” (ibid.) farmers in villages that

received sufficient and certain supply of water. Therefore, the conclusion was reached that

the villagers who required more cooperation, were the ones in which collective action was

achieved. Here we see how uncertain water supply led to a change in what is being

signified, from a lack of motivation to forming social norms to increased motivation to do

so.

Uncertainty of social environments is not the only factor, and can stem from

community members defining a social purpose with common objectives, and similar views

on the nature of the cooperative task (Krishna 1999). This is reinforced by the belief that

the probability of success can increase, by increasing participation of community members

(Klandermans 1984: 585).
There was tremendous commitment to ... go to that [Board member’s] place ... we went on a
Saturday and most of us were in the middle of shearing ... I had to get people to do my work for me
and the other members of the Board were in the same boat ... We just had to do it, and it worked
really well and we all gained from it (ExecutiveLinkTM business in Kilpatrick et al. 1999: 130).

Here farm owners help another owner with a management problem, even though they

themselves incurred a cost. This is because they believed that cooperation can lead to an

increase in mutual benefits. Although for building social capital in the short run an

appropriate stimulus such as insecurity or uncertainty is required (Krishna 1999: 89),

12 The villages that were studied shared a common history, and similar social and cultural features with the
only significant difference being on water supply (Wade 1994).
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which could revive stocks of social capital cultivated in the past (Hirschman 1984; Krishna

1999).

Design Claim 8: Defining a social goal with common objectives can lead to more cooperation.

Design Claim 9: Insecurity or uncertainty can lead to more goal-oriented interaction.

2.2 Locating design claims in grammar rules

Grammar rules indicate the subunits constituting social capital messages, such as actions,

materials and artifacts used for communicative purposes (van Leeuwen, 2005: 285). This

allows us to not presume the existence of social relations directly leads to social capital

formation. In this subchapter, I will study semiotic regimes defined as the “norms that

enable and restrict different types of meaning-making at a given time and place” (Archer,

Björkvall 2021: 2) to establish patterns existing in the subunits. Furthermore, I will utilise

five different semiotic regimes to locate design claims13; personal authority, impersonal

authority, conformity, role models, and expertise (van Leeuwen 2005: 53- 57).

Personal authority rules are exercised by people who are in a power of position, or

require no justification for their actions (van Leeuwen 2005: 53). This power is created

through linking between individuals, where one has more power over the other, or with

institutions (Rothstein, Stolle 2008). These lead to top-down processes as differences in

power create a hierarchical context. This is important to: (1) establishing trustworthy

relationships as institutions “signal to citizens about the moral standard of the society in

which they live” (Rothstein, Stolle 2008: 446) and are used as a resource by citizens’ to

make meanings of trust and belonging. (2) Teach, initiate, or maintain the modalities,

combinations of modalities, and semiotic resources required to form the social capital

messages, whereby members learn to function in a community by “learning the shared

language and acquiring the community’s subjective viewpoint” (Kilpatrick et al. 1999:

131).

13 Whether these rules are single articulated, or double articulated depends on the context it is being used (van
Leeuwen 2005: 51).
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Design Claim 10: If some users have more power than others then more trustworthy relationships

will form, and the community will know how to function.

Design Claim 11: If partnerships with institutions exist then more trustworthy actions will occur

and the community will know how to function.

The next regime is impersonal authority, which can either exist as the authority of

the written word, or as the authority of tradition (van Leeuwen 2005: 54). They refer to

social norms that can provide rewards for positive behaviour, and sanctions for negative

(Kao 2004: 173), in order to create social control (Claridge 2017). They are differentiated

based on social context, thereby creating formal-informal, and internal-external norm

distinction (Claridge 2017).

Formal norms are built through rules, policies, or regulations (ibid.) by

representatives of the community or linking with institutions, such as police, justice or

welfare systems (Dasgupta 1999: 330). These play an important role in the willingness to

produce and exchange messages of social capital with another participant, as the exchange

is based on generalized reciprocity where “a service is repaid at a later, unspecified time

and by a different kind of service if possible and necessary” (Flap, Volker 2004: 4).

Therefore, requiring written rules that are enforced through an external authority to

encourage “people [to] spend their resources on others, not only for the rewards at the

present moment but also with an eye to their future” (Flap, Volker 2004: 4).

Design Claim 12: Formal rules enforced by an external authority increase willingness to exchange

messages of social capital.

Whereas authority from tradition indicate behaviours that are ‘moral’ and ‘proper’

(Dasgupta 1999: 339) either on an internal individual level, or an external community

level. For this authority to arise there must be a high degree of social closure within an

intergenerational community (Dijkstra, Veenstra, Peschar 2003: 125), where “everyone is

connected, such that no one can escape the notice of others” (Burt 2001: 37). This

encourages the formation of “an informal framework for sharing information, coordinating

activities, and making decisions” (Grootaert, Serageldin 1999: 47) due to the peer

monitoring, common set of norms, and sanctions at a local level that mitigate risk and
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allow trust to emerge (ibid.). However, these networks can also reduce beneficial deviant

actions (Coleman 1999: 23), or lead to coercive conformity (Yair 2008).

Design Claim 13: If all members can view an individual’s actions, they are more likely to conduct

trustworthy actions due to informal rules.

Conformity is another semiotic regime that appears when a producer or receiver of

a message receives the outcome because they followed what others in their social

environment were doing (van Leeuwen 2005: 56). To reduce coercive conformity yet

encourage moral behaviours, actions can be conducted in front of, or through

acknowledgment of ‘Mutual friends’ (Burt 2001: 38). If mutual acquaintances observe

behaviour then: (1) the behaviour between both people becomes public, (2) it affects the

salience of reputation for future relationships with the observing mutual acquaintances, and

(3) it increases awareness about the cooperative behaviour that will be publicly displayed

(Burt 2001: 38). This encourages the individuals to conduct actions morally to maintain

their reputation in their network (Arrow 1999; Burt 2001).

Design Claim 14: If mutual acquaintances observe actions through a reputation system then a user

is more likely to conduct interactions appropriately.

The next regime relates to role models, which has varying definitions in literature,

in terms of characteristics of the role models, and their functions. Either way, the role

models act as facilitators of social capital messages within an individual’s immediate

context (Cawthon et al. 2016: 118). They can exist as a mentorship relationship between

two people where one requires personal support through relational infrastructure and the

other provides guidance (ibid, 116). Or they can be found in programs and structures for

enhancing skills (eg. literacy), or preventing problematic behaviours like alcohol and drug

abuse (ibid.).

Design Claim 15: Presence of role models can facilitate messages of social capital being

exchanged.
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Experts are also facilitators of messages, however they have specific knowledge to

suggest and guide another individual’s production or reception of messages (van Leeuwen

2005: 57). They can be consulted in the exchange of messages, but the participants are the

eventual deciders of what they will incorporate or interpret in their messages. In a

community different individuals have different expertise, which must be organized to build

a shared corpus of objectified knowledge, or embedded in relations through collective

knowledge (Ghoshal, Nahapiet 1998: 242-248). This process leads to a combination or

exchange (ibid, 248) of ‘practical,’ ‘experience based,’ or ‘theoretical’14 knowledge (ibid,

246).

Design Claim 13: Expertise of community members must be made visible to facilitate messages of

social capital.

2.3 Chapter Summary

● Design claims identified and collected to build a claims-to-pattern approach.

● Located claims in theories, empirical studies and experiments conducted in physical

space:

○ Find claims that make a settlement more conducive to community

formation.

○ Find claims about the role of third places in community building.

○ Find claims about how social capital can be produced by a settlement.

● The full list of design claims can be found in Annex 1.

14 Theoretical expertise relates to “knowledge derived from reflection and abstraction from that experience”
(Ghoshal, Nahapiet 1998: 246).
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3. Method and Materials

This chapter outlines the methods and materials that I will use to study the previously

defined design claims, and how they are translated on to the sites of Nextdoor and

Neighborland. Previously, I had posed research questions pertaining to the differences in

translation between the two apps, and the effects it has on user experience. To answer these

now, I will use two different methods as the questions focus on two different outcomes.

The first method will focus on reconstructing the design alternatives utilised by the

designers’ of Nextdoor and Neighborland to answer the design claims. And, method two

will study user reviews to understand how by choosing a certain design alternative the user

experience is affected, which will allow us to evaluate the effect of choosing a certain

alternative to answer a claim.

Materials one: locating design alternatives

Even though I am studying Nextdoor and Neighborland, I will not be using the actual apps

as materials because they require a verification process that necessitates a physical address

in a country15 I currently do not reside in. Therefore, I will use the ‘about’16 page of

Neighborland, especially the section that discusses ‘What does our software do?’ as it

contains a full list of alternatives created on the app. And for Nextdoor, the alternatives are

listed on different pages either highlighting one or more alternatives of the app. These

pages are: ‘Help Center,’17 product screens found on the ‘media assets’18 page, product

screens found on the ‘blog’19 page, especially the sections on ‘product news’20. As I cannot

20 The Nextdoor product news page can be retrieved from: https://blog.nextdoor.com/category/product/
19 The Nextdoor blog page can be retrieved from: https://blog.nextdoor.com/
18 The Nextdoor media assets page can be retrieved from: https://about.nextdoor.com/us-media/
17 The Nextdoor Help Center page can be retrieved from: https://help.nextdoor.com/s/?language=en_US
16 The Neighborland about page can be retrieved from: https://neighborland.com/about

15 Nextdoor operates in the United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Germany, France, Italy, Spain,
Australia, Sweden, Denmark, Canada. Neighborland operates in the United States and Canada.
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gain access to the actual applications, I do acknowledge that the materials gathered are

lacking. However, the materials gathered do provide an extensive list of design alternatives

utilised in the apps.

Method one: categorizing design claims with design alternatives

Through the first method, I will locate the design alternatives chosen to answer the design

claims from the previous chapter. As I do not possess Nextdoor, nor Neighborland

designers' perspectives, this method will focus on reconstructing their decisions to answer

a particular claim. To structure this process, I will utilize the categorizing method

illustrated by Paul Resnick and Robert. E. Kraut (2011), who identified eight categories of

technical and social design alternatives that a designer can choose from to build an online

community. These are summarized in table 1, where the left column relates to the broad

category of design alternative (type), and the right column the different ways a designer

can alter or configure a community (design alternative). This table will be used as both a

structure and a guide, with the results adding another column to showcase the design claim

that is addressed in a certain type.

Type Design Alternatives

Community structure ● Alternatives of size
● Degree of homogeneity
● Possibility of further dividing into sub-groups
● How other members are recruited (through

existing ties, or non-existent ties)

Content, tasks and activities in the
community

● Opportunities for self-disclosure
● How content is generated (user, professional)
● Welcoming activities
● Level of dependence on others to conduct

actions (requires moderator, facilitating
actions)

● Degree of embedment in social experiences

Selection, sorting and highlighting ● Ability to choose content
● Ability to remove inappropriate content
● Recommendation systems
● Ability to see others/friends feeds
● Separation based on content choice
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External communication ● Can import and export content
● Non-members can see user profile/identity
● Facilities to forward content

Feedback, rewards and sanctions ● Informal (commenting on post) versus
structured (likes/ratings)

● Tangible (monetary/prizes) vs. intangible
(community approval)

Roles, rules, and procedures ● Newcomers vs. long-standing

Access controls ● Limit members, or who can join
● Moderation privileges to some members
● Access through payment, or other

Framing ● Showcase how one is different from another

Table 1: Summary of design alternatives types and configurations to build an online

community as defined by Kraut and Resnick (2011: 6-8).

A potential problem of this method is in its reliance on observation that is

dependent on me as a researcher (Weber, Weibelzahl 2002: 3), and the bias I might have in

assigning a design claim to an observed design alternative. However, in order to create a

link between the design claim and the alternative chosen, a qualitative analysis that is

substantiated with logical reasoning is required. Therefore, the reconstruction process

provided in the analysis will act as a categorization record to explain the interpretative

choices that were made (Given 2012).

Additionally, I will focus on establishing the categorizational integrity to improve

the credibility of the method undertaken (Given 2012). As I am following Table 1 as the

base of characteristics to look for and categorize material by, I am justifying its credibility

based on prior usage of it to answer design claims relating to encouraging contribution,

encouraging commitment, regulating behavior and starting new online communities

(Resnick et al. 2011). However, this method has not been utilised to differentiate

approaches to design claims between two different apps.
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Materials two: efficacy of the design claims

To understand the end-user’s perspective for NextDoor I will collect data through online

materials of TrustPilot UK21, and TrustPilot USA22 a review site collecting user feedback,

and Quora23 and Reddit24, multi-topic forums. I will be focusing on the substance of the

reviews, rather than the rating given in the form of numbers or stars (Peterson 2017).

Additionally, I will select reviews with more substance and words instead of single word

reviews such as ‘good experience’ or ‘useless app’. NextDoor has two sections on

TrustPilot, for their USA and UK divisions and I will be utilising both as the recent US

elections led to more negative reviews about moderation and fake news thereby swaying

results, when I am looking for average sentiments.

The selected platforms are spaces for public discussion amongst a myriad of

user-groups and therefore provide different evaluations regarding Nextdoor. Other than

product-specific sites, we are also utilising multi-topic forums to gather data, which are

organized by topic-specific, product-specific or feature-specific conversation threads.

Along with regular users, some threads also include comments made by experts with

credentials to validate their reviews or suggestions (Peterson 2017). NextDoor currently

has around 8000 followers and some conversations are addressed by employees of

NextDoor.

Method two: text reduction and content analysis

The choice to use a second method is to: (1) identify how user experience is affected by a

design alternative, and (2) method one is based more on my interpretative choices and

requires further evaluation based on the actual experiences created through the app. The

results provided can further the analysis by indicating what is a better design alternative to

24 55 reviews retrieved from:
https://www.reddit.com/r/washingtondc/comments/8d703r/does_anyone_here_have_experience_using_the/
and https://www.reddit.com/r/raleigh/comments/85l1j9/whats_your_thoughts_on_the_nextdoor_app_a_good/

23 29 reviews retrieved from: https://www.quora.com/What-do-people-think-of-Nextdoor
22 127 reviews Retrieved from: https://www.trustpilot.com/review/nextdoor.com
21 39 reviews retrieved from: https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/nextdoor.co.uk
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answer a design claim, and also to compare the different effects of answered design claims

on the levels of virtual interaction environment built, social interaction facilitated between

neighbors, and philosophy or negotiations behind the design alternatives.

The method I will use is a content analysis, which is a process by which we can

systematically reduce text to a set of statistically relevant symbols (Popping 2017: 329).

These can show the “the presence, the intensity, or the frequency of some characteristics,

which allows making replicable and valid inferences from text to their context” (ibid.),

thereby quantifying qualitative data.

I will utilise MonkeyLearn,25 a text analysis software to reduce my data. In order

for it to be reduced in a way where it addresses the thesis’ goals of identifying how users

are affected by the way a design claim is answered, I must build an extractor model with

machine learning. Through this, I have to categorize content by defining tags to help the

machine learn how to identify and extract the specific data required from the text. I will

then train the extractor model with atleast 100 examples from the uploaded materials in

relation with the created tags to build precision of the extractions. Before uploading all

materials, I will test the model with 10 examples to see the precision of the extractions.

I will now provide the customized tags defined on the model:

Tag 1 and 2 focus on the perceptions users have of certain alternatives. Tag 1

relates to positive perceptions and tag 2 negative perceptions. During the tagging process

sentences that refer to a particular alternative as determined by method 1 are selected. The

model is trained to differentiate between positive and negative perceptions by identifying

keywords: ‘like vs. don’t like’ and also identifying positive and negative adjectives and

verbs to describe a particular alternative, or as an effect of using the alternative.

Tag 3 and 4 focus on partnerships with institutions, which requires tagging of

different types of institutions such as police, local govt, civic-bodies and public agencies.

Tag 3 refers to partnerships with institutions being perceived positively, while tag 4 focuses

on the partnerships being perceived negatively. The keywords selected to determine the

relationship will be similar to tag 1 and 2.

Tag 5 and 6 focus on roles created on the app and how users perceive the role.

These require tags referencing the different roles available on the app, such as ‘leads,’

25 MonkeyLearn can be accessed on this site: https://monkeylearn.com/.
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‘moderators,’ and ‘facilitators’. The effect they have on users’ experience of the app

determines the tag being positive (5) or negative (6).

Tag 7 is to study the different types of suggestions a user provides in the review.

This is identified through keywords such as: ‘better if,’ ‘include,’ or ‘instead of’. The

purpose of this is to understand how the user themselves views their neighborhood and

what can actually be done on the app differently to make the experience more conducive to

interaction and participation.

After the dataset of user reviews is exported as an excel file the tags and related

content will appear. Based on that a pie chart will be created to visualize the percentage of

user reviews that noted a particular tag. Also, category tags will have a separate pie chart

to determine the difference in positive or negative reviews on them.

Based on a 2018 report published by reviewtracker it was found that a user is 21%

more likely to leave a review after a negative experience than a positive one, therefore

there is a possibility that there will be more negative tags extracted than positive ones.

However, it is still useful to understand why they were perceived in that manner, which can

assist in my own selection of certain alternatives over another.
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4. Analysis

In this chapter, I study the results of applying intersemiotic translation as a thinking tool

for IX designers, by reconstructing the IX design processes of Nextdoor and Neighborland.

The aim of this analysis is twofold. First, to study how intersemiotic translation can be

used as an explanatory frame for the design process and its different stages through which

design claims and design alternatives for the app are created. And second, to question the

impact of using intersemiotic translation as an interpretative process to generate certain

practices and outcomes. By analysing these two aims, I hope to answer all the research

questions that were set in the beginning of the thesis. Thus, gaining insight into the IX

design process required for the app I am attempting to create.

The process begins with the goal being addressed as a design problem, which can

have many different solutions based on a myriad of concepts, strategies and interpretations.

Donald Schön (1987) suggests that the vision selected amongst all other visions cannot be

judged as the right or wrong choice, but must be understood as an action that will have

consequences.

There are three processes related in judging the action and consequences:

reflection-in-action that are reflections taking place during an action,  reflection-on-action

that are reflections after an action has ended (Schön 1983), and reflection-for-action

“thinking about future actions with the intention of improving or changing a practice”

(Olteanu 2017: 350). In this chapter, I focus on all three. As both apps are already

produced and in-use, I am reflecting-on-actions that have already been conducted, however

at the same time I am reconstructing the designer’s choices without truly knowing what the

designer was thinking when making the choice. Therefore, in some form it is

reflection-in-action. Lastly, the purpose of this reconstruction is to assist me in designing

my own app, therefore being a reflection-for-action.
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4.1 Reconstruction of the design process

The design process first begins by identifying the goals the apps are being built to achieve.

This is central to the approach of the design process I am taking in this thesis, and shapes

decisions made at every stage. Moreover, by locating the common goal between Nextdoor

and Neighborland, comparisons and differences can be drawn based on how the goal is

being achieved. This common goal was identified on the Nextdoor blog26 after Nextdoor

acquired Neighborland:

Nextdoor and Neighborland share a passion for helping neighbors get more involved in
their local community by connecting them to important neighborhood information and
resources. We know that this is critical to building stronger communities. (Lisowski 2020).

Both apps share the goal of building a stronger community for neighborhoods. In this

thesis, we understand a strong community, as one that possesses social relations that

produce social capital, and is built through interaction and communication between

neighbours.

With this goal in mind, the respective designers of both apps utilise intersemiotic

translation as a thinking tool. The designer first utilises it as an anticipatory tool to “reduce

(or at least attempt to reduce) the number of possible choices a cognitive system will face

in the future” (Atã, Queiroz 2019: 193). This creates a map or blueprint for the designer

from the source-text, which in this case is the physical world to: (1) identify the vision for

the app, (2) turn the vision into an operative image, and (3) construct specifications based

on the operative image. At each stage, the designer uses definitional instruction to define

and organize all options relating to what they are attempting to create. And then selective

instruction to find the most fitting option from all the listed options based on context and

goal-achievement.

Once the initial blueprint is created for all three stages, the designer revisits the

source-text and uses intersemiotic translation as a generative tool. Through this the

designer locates “the semiotic difference between source and target to generate competing

and otherwise unprompted creative opportunities in the target system” (Atã, Queiroz 2019:

194). While the anticipatory tool is required to provide an initial structure, the generative

26 This blog post can be retrieved from:
https://blog.nextdoor.com/2020/04/14/welcoming-neighborland-to-the-nextdoor-family/
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tool can transform elements from the physical world either to suit the app’s objectives or to

fill an identified gap. This tool is mostly utilised in the operative and specifications stage,

as it focuses on transforming an element identified in the vision.

The outcome of reconstructing the entire design process should help me identify

claims and alternatives that can be used to create my app. As we are taking a

claims-to-pattern approach, the reconstruction must result in a blueprint that is a

combination of goal-specific claims identified, and the pattern-based design alternatives

chosen to answer them. By combining the claims and patterns, the blueprint formed should

result in an app that can assist in transforming a neighborhood into a social capital

producing community. It must be emphasized that the app itself can only be considered a

VS. However, the configuration of claims and patterns selected by a designer can make the

VS conducive to VC formation. And, in doing so, the VC formed becomes a third place for

neighbors to interact with one another, and create social relations with new neighbors.

4.1.1 From goal to conceptualizing a vision

The vision is the first stage of design and the “designer’s first organization principle”

(Löwgreen, Stolterman 2004: 18), where the outcome is to create an action plan that

concretizes the objectives of the long-term goal set above. I am analysing “vision based on

the idea of a specific form and the use of a specific material” (Löwgreen, Stolterman 2004:

18). During this stage many different visions develop, until consensus reaches on one. By

determining the form the vision is going to take might seem like a straight path to creating

the specifications (Löwgreen, Stolterman 2004: 25), however this is not entirely the case.

From vision to specifications the product seems more defined, but it is defining these

concrete details that make a designer revisit the abstract vision and make some alterations,

changes and even sometimes complete rejections. In this way, the process is dialogic and

occurs between the designer and the situation.

Now I will try to reconstruct the vision of Nextdoor based on their about us page

description that describes the following:

Neighbors turn to Nextdoor daily to receive trusted information, give and get help, and
build real-world connections with those nearby — neighbors, local businesses, and public
agencies.
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Here, the vision is focused on the core element of ‘connection’ and ‘information sharing’

either between neighbours or to resources and agencies/institutions. Through this

information, a designer can deduce the form this is present in the physical world, and

extract some sort of abstract idea. One such form, can be ‘neighborhood associations’

(NA). These associations are defined as “voluntary groups of residents living within a

closely delineated section of the community” (Fonseca et al. 1989: 1). Their focus is on

both connection and information sharing, as they are created for the following reasons:

Including building a sense of community through engagement, serving as a social network,
maintaining the physical quality of the neighborhood collectively, helping protect property
values, dealing with external issues such as land development/redevelopment projects, and
facilitating municipal services. (Bollinger, Hur 2015: 1153)

The designer utilises intersemiotic translation as a thinking tool to study the different ways

a neighborhood association can be brought into the virtual space. Furthermore, the

designer studies strategies neighborhood associations implement to encourage collective

action in their neighborhoods. For fulfilling Nextdoor’s goal, Mancur Olson’s (1965) third

strategy of interpersonal cohesion can be used. This strategy focuses on increasing social

ties amongst neighbors to increase their sense of social responsibility, which can encourage

them to conduct cooperative actions in the interest of the community (Olson 1965).

Neighborhood associations hold get-togethers, shared activities and neighborhood

improvement projects to foster these social relations, which also builds collective

identification (Fonseca et al. 1989: 3).

Based on this learning, the designer can explore different forms to materialize the

vision. The final form selected by Nextdoor is ‘social media networking sites’ customized

for neighborhoods. Here, social media sites are defined as “ socio-technical systems,

websites or applications that build on Web 2.0 technologies to provide space for social

interaction, communication, collaboration, and community formation” (Liu et al. 2013:

290). Whilst, networking sites relate to “Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, Four-Square, and

LinkedIn, are mainly used to share updates on users’ daily encounter, as they occur”

(Osatuyi 2013: 2622).

The choice to form the vision as a social media networking site is based on the

form’s ability to rapidly and conveniently share information, and produce user-generated

content to a target base of users (Osatuyi 2013: 2622). Moreover these sites focus on
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connecting people. In both ways they act similar to the neighborhood associations they are

translated from. This is only used as a base for the vision, as a critical problem such

associations face is that only a small proportion of residents participate (ibid.). And, the

issue of using social media networking sites as a form is a lack of credibility in the

information produced and shared, and the lack of verification of users trying to connect

with you.

In comparison, is the reconstruction of Neighborland’s vision. Dan Parham,

co-founder of Neighborland, shared the company’s vision in an interview with Street Fight:

We started with a simple question: “What if residents could easily share their ideas for
improving their neighborhoods?” Could these ideas help community leaders, entrepreneurs
and developers better meet the needs of their communities? Can presenting this data in a
transparent and friendly way help shape the development of a neighborhood — or at the
very least, provide a new form of public accountability? (Parham 2011 cited in Street
Fight)

In this case, the intersemiotic translation from the physical space appears to be a

‘neighborhood council’ (NC), which is a formal system of associations of mediators

between the neighborhood and local governance (Cooper, Musso 1999). Moreover, their

goal is to increase discussion and participation regarding civic issues (ibid.).

This vision is different from Nextdoor, as it isn’t about connecting neighbors by

increasing daily interactions between them, rather it is about connecting neighbors with

civic-minded bodies to address common goals that can better the neighborhood. Moreover,

Neighborland’s vision is about building transparency in actions relating to the

neighborhood, and incorporating opinions of neighbors by asking them what they require.

According to their about us page, they have built a ‘public engagement platform,’

which is a tool “specifically dedicated to the purpose of accommodating citizen input on an

issue posed by local governments” (Cho et al. 2021: 764). Amongst all forms for their

vision, constructing a social media site could have been one as it has the potential for the

required interaction. However, to execute Neighborland’s vision the form requires a

government or a civic body to initiate a discussion, and residents to provide feedback,

ideas or discussions accordingly (Kersting 2012), whereas a social media site would be

more useful if the vision was for governments to disseminate information to targeted social

groups (Bertot et al. 2011; Mergel 2013).
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4.1.2 From vision to producing an operative image

Once the vision is chosen, the designer moves to the next stage; building the operative

image. This operative image is the “first externalization of the vision” (Löwgreen,

Stolterman 2004: 19), and is usually understood through a metaphor. However, I am

studying operative images as logonomic systems, thus requiring a designer to access the

claims library (Annex 1) related to their overall goal, and then utilise intersemiotic

translation to select the design claims that best suit the purpose of their vision.

In this way, intersemiotic translation is used as an anticipatory tool to reduce the

number of possible choices of design claims a designer must build for. This process

reduces the abstract vision into a more concrete and complex grammar system with lexical

and grammar rules. However, defining the operative image is not a linear process, and

requires a designer to go back and forth with their vision and selected claims. Thus

indicating a  “dialectical play between the situation at hand and the operative image, and

between the operative image and the vision” (Löwgreen, Stolterman 2004: 19).1

To implement Nextdoor’s vision, a study of how Neighborhood associations (NA)

are organized as third places for connecting and building relations with neighbors is

required. An NA is created based on an insular focus, as they are only devoted to

strengthening relationships and resolving issues within their clearly demarcated boundaries

(Hyde, Meyer 2004: 88). This is done by increasing and improving “local knowledge, local

rights and local power” (Hur, Bollinger 2015: 1153), to create healthier democracies. To

foster these democracies on Nextdoor, the designer selects claim 1, and to maintain a

certain level of democracy, design claim 2.

The reason for their insular focus is because they are “locally based and basically

autonomous, volunteer-run, nonprofit groups that have an official membership of

volunteers” (Smith 1997: 269). The associations between members are built voluntarily,

informally, and as a whole don't require legal verification from the local government to

operate (Fonseca et al. 1989:1). Furthermore, relations between members are based on

personal and affective bonds, and therefore don’t operate based on formal rules and

regulations (Rothschild-Whitt 1979). To ensure cooperation in this informal setting, claims
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3 regarding real-world identities, 13 about conducting trustworthy interactions through

informal rules, and 14 about observation by mutual acquaintances are selected.

The structure of this system rests entirely on voluntary contributions of association

members (Knoke, Woode 1981). Thus, for it to operate “at least a few committed and

capable leaders who are willing to devote considerable time and effort to association

activities” (Fonseca et al. 1989:4) are required. Moreover, the boundary defined is based

on how much the NA can cater to based on their limited resources, thereby preferring a

smaller community size, However, the designer selects claim 4 for a medium-sized

community to promote a certain level of interaction.

For an NA to be considered effective, it must achieve three elements that can help

encourage cooperation in the neighborhood: (1) social networks that share information, (2)

trust built through reciprocity between neighbors, and (3) a sense of duty fostered through

feelings of obligations toward maintaining the quality of the neighborhood (Lelieveldt

2004: 536). Each of these elements are created once neighbors start to familiarize

themselves with one another through interactions, communication and exchange.

The NA promotes active communication between residents by sharing information

on local issues, neighborhood volunteering, and “ asking for and making recommendations

or organizing and being invited to events” (Vogel et al. 2019: 6). The content of most local

issues include traffic problems, cleanliness levels, noisy neighbors, crime, and lack of

facilities (Lelieveldt 2005: 540), and are discussed during formal events such as, town hall

forums, NA monthly meetings, committee meetings of NA members (Hyde, Meyer 2004).

The NA also hosts informal27 social events and activities like get-togethers, block parties,

festival celebrations and yard sales to create opportunities for residents to foster relations

(Hur, Bollinger 2015: 1157; Graif, Sampson 2009: 1589 ). Therefore claims 5 regarding

conditions for third place creation, and 7 about increasing opportunities for surveillance are

selected.

The NA must also build ties to institutions both local (horizontal) and extralocal

(vertical) political contacts (Graif, Sampson 2009: 1590) to find assistance, resources or

funding for local projects. Local contacts include school, district police, local newspaper

etc., whereas the mayor’s office, senator, housing authorities and public health institutions

27 Informal events can also build intergenerational closure between adults and children in the neighborhood
(Graif, Sampson 2009: 1589).
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are extralocal (ibid.). By building such partnerships and implementing successful projects,

interest amongst non-NA residents can be built. In doing so, participation in the NA could

also increase, thereby providing the structure more stability by increasing the total

voluntary resources available to it. Therefore, claim 11 about institution partnerships is

selected.

In contrast, Neighborland is focused on translating a neighborhood council, whose

reason for existing, and organizational structure formed differ from Nextdoor and NA’s.

Their focus is on increasing citizen participation toward civic issues, mediating between

neighborhoods and civic-bodies, and assisting in making the civic-bodies more responsive

to the local needs of a neighborhood (Li et al. 2019: 932). In this case, the citizen

participation refers to anyone above the age of 1328 who register on the app. They don’t

focus on providing tangible outcomes, but on facilitating “democratic processes and

connect[ing] citizens to the administrative system of the city” (Li et al. 2019: 933).

Therefore, to be considered effective they must “ encourage more citizen participation in

government and include representatives of the many diverse interests in the neighborhood”

(ibid, 933), and work toward solving neighborhood issues (ibid.). To build accountability

and transparency from the civic-body in charge of their project, the NC can help facilitate

transparency by sharing information publicly about the project, answer questions residents

may have, or build more collaboration by listening to the inputs of the residents. Through

this, claims 1 and 2 are selected to ensure transparent and accountable democratic

processes be created, and 11 to link partnerships with institutions.

Unlike NAs, a NC is a formal organization that is “guided by rules that place

participants within a particular (often hierarchical) structure in which duties are defined”

(Chaskin 2005: 410). As there is a structured list of duties, members of the NC are chosen

based on their qualification for the specific duty, and are also accordingly rewarded for

their performance (ibid.). Moreover, they have codified and written rules that impact

decision making and action taken during the mediation process (ibid.). Through this,

claims 10 about some users having more power than others, 12 about enforcing formal

rules are selected.

28 If a user is between 13-18 they require permission from a guardian to participate. Retrieved from:
https://neighborland.com/about/terms 05.17.2021.
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There are four elements that determine the efficiency and capabilities of a NC: (1)

council size, (2) ability of the NC to navigate conflict, (3) level of sustained interest in the

neighborhood’s wellbeing (community capacity) (Gaeke et al. 2002).

Council size is considered an important factor in building a successful participation

system, where council refers to an officially recognized geographical boundary being

drawn to define the participants within who will be serviced by the NC (Cooper, Musso

1999: 200). By defining this boundary a particular NC subjectively self-defines themself

based on the collective place-based identity created by the participants existing within it

(Cooper, Musso 1999: 231). This identity may be defined, experienced and used differently

by different neighborhoods, and individuals living in them based on variations in size,

population, income levels, resource levels29, race and other social characteristics (Cooper,

Musso 1999; Massey, Denton 1993). This inturn assists the NC in determining the local

issues they should advocate for, and identify the related civic associations that can assist in

fulfilling them (Cooper, Musso 1999). For a more effective NC to be built, it is suggested

that the boundary be drawn with fewer than 10,000 residents (Berry et al. 1993). By

studying council size, design claims 4 about community size is selected.

The next factor relates to community capacity, which is the resources a community

can leverage to solve collective problems (Chaskin 1999:4). There are four conditions

required for community capacity: (1) a sense of community requiring connection between

residents, and mutual recognition of a situation (ibid, 5), (2) level of commitment to

neighborhood wellbeing in the form of time, energy and resources (ibid, 6) from the NC,

local civic-bodies and residents, (3) ability to define problems, identify priorities and solve

problems (ibid, 6), and lastly (4) access to internal resources of residents, and external of

civic-bodies (ibid, 7). Therefore, claims 8 and 9 regarding goal oriented are selected.

A NC mediates a myriad of conflicts arising from both their neighborhood, and

during facilitation with civic-bodies. These disagreements can appear at multiple stages of

a project from issue recognition, perspectives on the issue, to ideas on resolving the issue

(Gaeke et al. 2002: 2). To mediate conversations amongst residents, a NC can either

achieve consensus on an opinion, or select the way forward through a majority-vote

(Chaskin 2005: 416). The choice to use either one of these strategies is based on the

29 Resource levels in this context refer to physical infrastructure, housing, jobs, education and income
(Chaskin 1994: 4).
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context of a situation, or the method of choice for a particular NC. Whereas, conflicts

arising with civic-bodies require different strategies. For example: to encourage

collaboration or focus on an issue, a NC can increase their participation numbers (Chaskin

2005: 417).

To summarize the design claims chosen: Nextdoor utilises 1, 2, 3,  4, 5, 7, 11, 13,

14, and Neighborland 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. By selecting these claims differently, the

overall structure and purpose of the apps shift. Moreover, they reaffirm the effect an

end-user has on the design process. This is due to intersemiotic translation used as an

anticipatory tool, which allows a designer to increase voluntary attention to a particular

feature in the virtual world that may not be gaining/requires more attention in the physical

world. For Nextdoor, the designer selects claims that build neighbor-to-neighbor

interactions, whereas the Neighborland process focuses on how civic-bodies can present

themselves as open and transparent by integrating citizens into public decision making.

4.1.3 From operative image to designing specifications

Once the claims have been selected, the designer must answer them through design

alternatives, also known as specifications. This requires three phases: (1) grouping of

claims with types of alternatives (Resknick, Kraut 2011), and (2) identifying patterns in the

virtual space of successful design solutions  (Belay et al. 2016), or concerns related to a

claim, and (3) listing configurations of the alternatives. This subchapter is a reconstruction

of the work demonstrated in Annex 2 and 3.

The designer begins the process by selecting claims most crucial to building the

grammar systems,  and the number of design alternatives that may be required to answer

them. Nextdoor is structured around claim 5, and 7 which state conditions required to build

a third place. By adapting the conditions determined by Oldenburg (1999: 29-42): (1) the

app is neutral as there is no main host, allowing users to sign in and out based on their

preference, (2) it is accessible to all members of the neighborhood, (3) conversation on

various local topics and interests is the main activity, (4) it is accessible throughout the day,
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(5) active set of members present known as leads, and (6) the setting is different from the

home and work environment.

As conversation is the main activity, there are more design alternatives created

based on selection, sorting and highlighting in the community that can help foster it. The

decision to choose this over content, tasks and activities as a focal point of the design, is to

foster connections based on mind and not just proximity. This is due to the “positive

mutual impact of attitudinal similarity on interpersonal attraction” (Lausen, Ziegler 2004:

840), and a correlation between trust and interest similarity on virtual communities (ibid,

843). Based on this, the Nextdoor design can choose design alternatives of content-based

filtering tools (ibid.), and content-tagging. And to increase surveillance opportunities,

allow users to access profile similarities (Ashtiani et al. 2021).

Whereas, claim 11 for Neighborland keeps partnerships with institutions the main

focus, which doesn’t require as many touchpoints for interactivity on the app. However, as

institutions signal to their citizens a certain moral standard of society, they must include

more touchpoints (1,2) to show transparent decision-making processes regarding

neighborhood projects and procedures, openness to citizen questions, a high level of

responsiveness through immediate feedback to citizen demands (Gelders et al. 2014:

495-496). And, build engagement with their neighborhood by requesting citizens to

contribute in public decision making, and goal-setting.

Therefore, the most important types are content, tasks, activities, and feedback in

the community that can assist in increasing government-citizen dialogue30 (Gelders et al.

2014: 501). 60% of government agencies use online platforms to disseminate news and

updates (ibid, 497). Furthermore, dialogue is not the central focus, nor questions directed

toward citizen response, leading to a lack of engagement (Alam, Lucas 2011). Based on

this, the Neighborland designer can create the following tasks and activities: (1)

interactions conducted in a common virtual public-place, (2) govt. can post public detailed

plans for projects, (3) citizens view all projects related to their neighborhood, (4)

govt-citizens share ideas and solutions for a project, (5) opportunity to host govt-citizen

events to discuss projects, and (6) updates on projects sent to all users.

30 Here dialogue refers to (1) two-way non-reactive interaction where users can send messages bilaterally, (2)
reactive where a user can send messages later, whilst referring to earlier messages, and (3) fully interactive
where the later messages in any sequence still account for the messages that preceded them, and the way they
were reacted to (Jones 1997).
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Furthermore, the designer must allocate tools to increase govt-citizen dialogue for

feedback from their citizens at different stages of the participatory planning process:

diagnostic, expressive, conceptual, organizational and political (Horelli 2002). These tools

must not only reduce the cost of time, money or resources incurred by both govt and

citizens, but also emphasize the value of the collaboration. This is because citizens feel

they cannot influence govt. decisions, and thereby decide to ignore involvement as it is not

worth the costs incurred (Krek 2005). These tools can appear in the form of comment

sections in a forum, polls, surveys, and integrations with automated sentiment analysis

tools like Google Analytics or Facebook Analytics. And, results published as data or

progress reports, two-way comments in the forum, or through some-sort of visualization

tools. Through this, the government can also increase engagement with more citizens as

they aren’t constrained by spatial (citizens can only share their opinion at a specific place)

or temporal (citizens can only present their opinion at a certain time) requirements that

face-to-face interactions require. Thereby, making this process one of continuous learning

and inputs from diagnosing the issue, to implementing the solution.

Claim 11 was identified by the Nextdoor designer as well, however the role it plays

is much lesser than that on Nextdoor. Moreover, it is answered differently through the

external communication type. The designer can create ways for neighbors to inform

institutions such as creating a report/online form for the police, or sending an emergency

alert.

Similarly, the content, tasks, and activities type is used differently by the Nextdoor

designer. The goal here is not to increase transparency or openness, but to allow neighbors

to share their expertise, as determined by claim 16. This is because content creation relies

on the volunteership of individual members of the neighborhood, rather than it being

provided by a formal or external institution. Therefore, the designer must promote ways for

the volunteers to share their expertise and build a shared corpus of knowledge. The

alternatives chosen are tools to: share information to build practical knowledge, share

recommendations to build experience-based knowledge, and provide solutions to build

theoretical knowledge. The corpus created becomes the shared language of the VC, where

members acquire the subjective point of view of the community (Lave, Wenger 1991;

Klinpatrick et al. 1999). Moreover, this also promotes social participation through the
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shared meanings that emerge by developing similar views on goal identification and

problem solving. Most importantly, all members must be allowed to share their expertise to

create the perception that all members have contributed to the group outcome (Klinpatrick

et al. 1999: 131). And, emphasize the value provided by the network, over a single opinion

in both the creation and transfer of knowledge (Ghoshal, Nahapiet 1998: 242).

The designers’ planned structure for the two apps also bifurcates, as the NA is

organized informally and NC formally. Thus, tapping into different rules to promote

trustworthy exchanges. As Neighborland receives its validation from its partnerships with

institutions and formal rules enforced by external authorities (12), it doesn't require as

much focus on designing alternatives for roles, rules and procedures. However, the

designer must still make provision for written rules and formal guidelines.

Moreover, the roles designated must work in tandem with the access controls (10)

by providing institution users with more power than citizen users. This is because

participatory planning is a tool used by institutions to get public perspectives on pre-set

plans or objectives, and do not view residents as equal stakeholders that can implement

solutions or policies. However, they are viewed as important stakeholders for the planning

process, whose level of participation is determined on a project-by-project basis. The types

of participation required include: (1) neighborhood consults on the development of a

predetermined agenda, (2) neighborhood advice on solutions or suggestions of a

predetermined agenda, or (3) communities and institutions work together on predetermined

objectives (Cilliers, Timmermans 2014: 421). To achieve this the designer provides

institution users the following access controls: (1) to create a new project based on a

predetermined agenda or objectives, (2) to moderate and facilitate conversations on the

platform to achieve predetermined goals, and (3) select types of feedback tools required for

the project.

As the resident is not the main stakeholder of this project, the process must “rely on

the willingness of the relevant persons to participate out of interest, curiosity, or social

responsibility” (Cilliers, Timmermans 2014: 419), therefore it is important to follow claim

8, and clearly state the common goal of the project. This can be further emphasized by a

designer when creating alternatives in the selection and sorting type by creating content
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filters based on topic, goal, shared ideas/solutions, and allowing users to locate projects

occurring in their neighborhood or around them.

Whereas, Nextdoor is constructing a social networking site, which is already

negatively perceived due to users creating deceptive or fictitious identities (Gurzick,

Lutters 2009), and must therefore create more specifications relating to identity revelation

(3). This necessitates a number of alternatives in the rules, and procedures type, which can

order exchanges and make them less ambiguous.

With regard to procedure, registration on the app as a user should require

legal-name verification to make the user known. Next a double verification must be made

to ensure that the user actually lives in that neighborhood. Although this cannot ensure the

type of content posted on the app will be true, by providing a variety of barriers to entry

the volume of false identities attempting to enter can reduce. Therefore, necessitating

reputation systems to encourage transactions and collaborations, by making a user seem

more credible as their actions impact their self-reputation (Blanchard, Markus 2004: 73).

The most common types are score or rating (Dellarocas 2010), however these can breed

unhealthy competition, and collusive behaviours from ranking obsessed members thereby

having detrimental effects on user participation (Dellarocas 2010).

Instead, the Nextdoor designer can build a reputation system based on receiving

positive or negative comments on actions, where more positive comments deem a user

more credible (Blanchard, Markus 2004: 73). Moreover, to increase behaviours promoting

self-reputation, neighborhood members and mutual acquaintances can observe user

interactions (14). Although some interactions can be conducted through private chats for

privacy, the communication should still be based on self-reputation, as the member they

are interacting with is a user of the app who can write a negative comment about them.

Community structure is an important type as it can affect a participant’s desire to

participate on the VS. Both Neighborland and Nextdoor designers approach this by

answering claim 4 and creating alternatives to ensure an optimal medium community size

is formed. This is because, “a larger community reduces the marginal impact of any one

member’s actions and thus motivations to contribute” (Resnick, Kraut 2011: 69). And a

very small community size may not be able to maintain a minimum level of interaction to

sustain flow of dialogue (Jones 1997). A medium-size also increases the variety of
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communicators, such as those who will post in the public forums and private chats, and

those who will post actively versus passively. By increasing the variety, the VS also

becomes less conducive to lurkers (Liu 1999). Although, the overall visions of the app

differ, therefore the reason for their need of medium community size does too.

For Nextdoor, the goal is to build interpersonal relations between individual

members of the neighborhood, who previously may or may not have interacted in the

physical world. By designing size limitations on the app, the designer can increase

opportunities for members to interact with one another, and create a more comfortable

atmosphere that encourages mutual self-disclosure (Resnick, Kraut 2011: 151). Through

this more trustworthy interactions can form because “trust rests on intimate familiarity”

(Millen, Patterson 2003).

Whereas, for Neighborland it is more about encouraging citizen participation for

institutions to make more informed decisions. By designing size limitations on the app, a

citizen is more likely to contribute as they believe their contribution can make a difference,

(Resnick, Kraut 2011: 63) and their voice will be heard. Additionally, to increase

participation the designer can create alternatives in the external communication type, for

users to share projects to their acquaintances through Facebook or Twitter. This also allows

the institution to showcase how they care for their public, as they are focused more on their

opinion than a large number of approvals. Furthermore, the medium size can increase the

uniqueness of suggestions and opinions, as people won’t find their contributions redundant

with those that others in the large group can provide (ibid.).

4.1.4 Intersemiotic translation as a generative tool

The prior subchapters utilise intersemiotic translation as an anticipatory tool to create an

action plan for the designer. This is done by organizing units from the physical world that

must be represented in a similar way on the virtual. In contrast, this subchapter focuses on

using intersemiotic translation as a generative tool to locate different ways to organize

units from the physical world. Here, the designer locates gaps in how the vision functions

in the physical world, and how it can be filled or optimized in the virtual. In this
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reconstruction, the gaps identified either build on an affordance provided in the virtual

world, or introduce a feature that could be implemented in the physical world as well.

This can be noted in the Nextdoor designer’s choice to add claim 10 to the app, and

provide some users with more power than others in both the role and access control types.

In this way, the designer attempts to create some element of formal structure in the

otherwise voluntarily run informal structure. The possibility of this occurring in the

physical space is also possible, however it is less prominently featured in NAs. The choice

to create such hierarchies develops from the “need to manage the activities of malicious

minorities of ‘spammers,’ ‘trollers,’ and ‘flamers’” (Cavanagh 2009: 9), thus requiring

some members to have different access controls to moderate conversations. This

moderation can eventually build a new social knowledge for their members; “a mutual

construing of objects, events, interests and purposes that not only links them but also

makes them what they are: an objectified social need” (Miller 1984: 157). This new social

knowledge structures the way members approach and experience situations and then

choose to conduct their actions (Poletti, Rakk 2009: 148). This knowledge might be

different than how they think and act in their offline lives, and in the membership of other

virtual communities31.  Furthermore, they can also help keep the dynamics of mutual

support and exchange balanced in the virtual communities (Kollock, Smith 1996; Kollock,

Smith 1999).

Visualization tools are an affordance of the visual world that has been implemented

by designers of both Neighborland and Nextdoor. They allow a designer to base map

neighborhoods on vector models, that represent the physical space through lines,

polygons32 based on objects of interest such as, “roads, land parcels, and governmental

units, allowing for faster analysis and visualization of spatial objects that don’t encompass

an entire area, and features that retain their shape at any scale” (Payne 2017 7). Once users

see these boundaries, they not only understand ‘where’ they are in terms of physical space,

but they also call that ‘where’ into existence” (Payne 2017: 2). In doing so, Nextdoor users

become more conscious of their boundaries; of where their neighborhood starts and ends,

32 Basemap of Nextdoor is Google Maps that  utilises polygons to construct boundaries in geographic space,
in comparison to other base maps like Apple or Bing Maps that use neighborhoods as points a user can
navigate to and from (Payne 2017: 10).

31 An individual can be a member in different virtual communities, as long as they are a member of what can
be deemed a virtual community based on the aforementioned requirements.
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and who can and cannot be considered part of it. Whilst for Neighborland, institutions can

create targeted projects and build collaborations with actual residents of those boundaries.

And residents within those boundaries who are interested in increasing the wellbeing of

their surroundings can contribute.

In both cases, the recognition of members and their boundaries leads to their

framing as they now can start to perceive themselves as similar or different from another

neighborhood. Either in the way they present themselves, highlight distinguishing

characteristics or through the common goals they set (Resnick, Kraut 2011: 7). The

designer selects framing alternatives that allow differentiations to be created, however it is

important to note that for the feature to be useful it must have a shared context; only has

meaning in context to a referent (Akoumianakis 2013: 34). The designers can then create

alternatives that will (1) lead to the formation of meme paths or the way ideas travel

through content-tagging, (2) help in identifying interaction patterns by collecting trending

or popular topics in the neighborhood, (3) help in building linking patterns by suggesting

similar topics and interests, (4) promoting shared context and enabling a system of

relations through conversations on public forums, (5) hosting and mentioning events to

connect with each other, and (6) displays or markings of belonging through user profiles

indicating the name of the neighborhood, or placement of members on the visualized map

generated (sensu Efimova, Hendrick 2005).

After reconstructing both processes, I realize my vision is more similar to the

Nextdoor designer. My focus is more on building relationships between neighbors, rather

than increasing citizen participation with institutions through participatory planning.

Therefore, I now know my app must also be centered around alternatives that keep

conversation as the main activity. This can not only help neighbors familiarize one another,

but build social bonds of spirit rather than just physical proximity. However, I would like

to adapt the alternatives of Neighborland that build transparency in actions, instead of

being over reliant on informal reputation systems. This could help structure the consensus

of particular issues or ideas neighbors have by making them more objective. And, not

affect the personal relations required for voluntary participation. Thereby, making

participatory planning a more crucial element for my app than it is on Nextdoor.
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4.2 Identifying the dominant behind the translation

This subchapter focuses on identifying the dominants used to provide unity in the system

being created, and the role of intersemiotic translation as a generative tool in identifying

this dominant. There are two types of dominants that can be identified: (1) translative, that

focuses on the translation of the whole text or individual elements, and (2) translator, that

provides a perspective of the translator’s creative method (Bednarczyk 2008 in Jankowski

2015: 215).

I will focus on reconstructing the translator’s dominant to find the conditions

placed on the intersemiotic translation process that affect the decisions made by the

designer  (Jankowski 2015: 215). In this case, it is the overall experiential meaning the

designer wants to create for the app to encourage the formation of a ‘we attitude,’ defined

as a “commitment of an individual to participate in joint action, and involves an implicit or

explicit agreement between the participants to engage in that joint action” (Tuomela 1995:

2). This determines how a design claim is answered, as the experiential meaning “refers to

the grammatical choices that enable [the] speaker to make meaning about the world around

and inside us” (Marbun, Yanti 2017: 6). Moreover, it focuses more on the content and topic

of the message being exchanged, rather than the purpose of the interaction (ibid.). Thus,

locating the translator’s dominant and related design claims in the way content will be

ordered and presented (Hodge, Kress 1988: 5). Just to reiterate, I will only be

reconstructing the dominant of the Nextdoor designer due to reasons mentioned prior.

To study the dominant experiential meaning of the designer’s process, I will utilise

transitivity, which is defined as the grammar of experience (Halliday 1985). The designer

utilises transitivity as a tool for construing experience by identifying configurations of the

types of process occurring, the participants in the process and circumstances associated

with the process (Martin et al. 1997; Halliday 1985). To begin with, I will determine

process types as they are central to transitivity (Gerot, Wignell 1995: 54), and are required

to be set before participants and circumstances (Marbun, Yanti 2017: 7). There are three

main process types: mental, material and relational (Halliday 1985).

Mental processes focus on “a processor (the sentient being that does the

mentalizing) and a phenomenon (that which is mentalized)” (Stillar 1998: 23). Here, the

processor is the Nextdoor designer, and the phenomenon is the distinction between
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neighborhood and community. The designer separates the two to highlight the difference

for future users between the neighborhood they currently live in, versus the community

they could form through the app and live in. Thereby building the utility for using the app.

To create this distinction the designer utilises intersemiotic translation as a

generative tool to identify two pure types of social bonds. The physical neighborhood as

‘gesellschaft,’ and the community being created through the app as ‘gemeinschaft’. These

two terms were initially defined by Ferdinand Tönnies (1887b), where gemeinschaft is

formed by the natural will of individuals, and ‘gesellschaft’ is a “purely mechanical

construction, existing in the mind” (ibid, 17) built through rational will and self-interest of

individuals (ibid.).

To further concretize the differences between the two bonds, the designer identifies

mentifacts related to both, which include shared values, beliefs, symbols and rituals

(Jansma 2019: 126). They are then assigned as the dominant of the neighborhood if they

have the tendency to create ‘associative’ relationships (Vergesellschaftung) that rest “on

rationally motivated adjustments of interests or a similarly motivated agreement” (Weber

1978: 41). Or, the dominant of the app if they are more likely to form ‘communal

relationships’ (Vergemeinschaftung) based on “a subjective feeling of the parties, whether

affectual or traditional, that they belong together” (Weber 1978: 40). Based on this the

designer can integrate identified mentifacts on aforementioned levels of presentational

meaning, orientational meaning and organizational meanings.

To create presentation meaning on the app, the designer distinguishes the state of

current neighborhoods with negative characteristics, such as “artificiality, isolation,

self-interest, and tension” (Kayahara 2006: 130), where neighbours live ‘detached’33 from

one another, and “nobody wants to do anything for anyone else, nobody wants to yield or

give anything unless he gets something in return that he regards as at least an equal

trade-off” (Tönnies 1887b: 53). And then contrasts them through positive

gemeinschaft-oriented presentational meanings being created on the app:
Sense of familiarity and safety, mutual concern and support, continuous loyalties, even the
possibility of being appreciated for one’s full personality and contribution to group life rather than
for narrower aspects of rank and achievement (Brint 2002: 2).

33 In contrast, communities live in unity with each other.
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These provide a context for the designers to organize and create a translated environment

that is more appealing than the end-user’s everyday environment.

The designer represents the presentational meanings on the app through a

past-positive point of view alluding to warm and nostalgic feelings toward larger social

networks consisting of long-lasting relationships where members received and provided

more support (Holman, Zimbardo 2009: 143). Thereby, referencing a romanticized version

of communal life that is depicted as being lost to present society, which is portrayed

through a past-negative and present-fatalism point of view. By creating this dualistic

distinction, designers present the gemeinschaft experience on the app as “endowed with an

atmosphere all of its own” (Bauman 2001: 1). The atmosphere described has “a sort of air

about it, like a balmy summer’s day it ‘feels good’: whatever the word…may mean”

(2001:1). By presenting the experience in such a way, the designer tries to influence future

users’ to think and perceive in a gemeinschaft manner.

The next task of the designer is to create orientational meanings that influence how

future-users will interact with one another, and the alternatives on the app. This is achieved

by making mentifacts visible through material creations, known as artifacts (Jansma 2019:

126). To do this a material process is required to determine how a future-user can perform

the action in a gemeinschaft manner, and the goal that will be achieved when the user

conducts the action (Stillar 1998: 23). Here, artifacts refer to shared understanding in the

tangible form of ‘objectified knowledge’ (Cerroni 2015: 429), either expressed as physical

objects, created environments or symbols (ibid, 429-430). Emile Durkheim34 (1897: 276)

views these shared understandings as collective representations. These are “states of the

conscience collective which are different in nature from the states of individual

conscience” that build gesellschaft mental processes (Lukes 1973: 6). The difference in

conscience arises from social states of mind being “in a sense exterior to individuals”

(Durkheim 1897: 276), and express the way a group makes-meaning and develops their

world view in relation with material objects that can affect it (Lukes 1973; Durkheim

34 Durkheim initially focused on solidarities of similarities, and solidarities arising from division of labor
(1893:46). These terms are used in many community-research paper, however Durkheim replaced these terms
in his later works due to their failure to segregate between “cognitive, moral and religious beliefs, between
different beliefs and sentiments, and between the beliefs and sentiments associated with different stages of a
society’s development” (Lukes 1973: 6). This is why we also do not use these terms in this thesis.
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1897). These representations are made possible “by the fact of speech and by the existence

of a fund of common symbols and meaning” (Goist 1971: 52).

The designer must choose certain design alternatives that will assist future-users to

build this common fund of meaning. One such way is, ‘the circulatory model for social

reproduction’ that focuses on building knowledge through interactions between the

“individuals level and their societal environment and between this environment and a

collective heritage” (Cerroni 2015: 432); the individual being the user, the social

environment the neighborhood, and collective heritage the neighborhood’s “history and

traditions, its own individual problems, and its own conception of the future” (Bulmer

1984: 119). The model is divided into four phases: phase 1 involves the generation of new

knowledge when an individual contributes their own knowledge to their neighborhood.

Phase 2 identifies and validates the knowledge from phase 1. Phase 3 diffuses the validated

knowledge to other residents during everyday social interactions. And, phase 4 focuses on

the socialization of knowledge that is passed through commercialization, or passed down

to generations via education and learning (ibid.).

Lastly, the relational process assists the designer in identifying, attributing,

classifying, and locating (Stillar 1998) combinations and organizations of claims and

alternatives that can create the gemeinschaft experience. Based on the three types of

gemeinschaft identified by Tönnies (1887b): kinship (blood relations), locality

(place-based relations), and friendship (like-minded), the designer chooses to focus on the

last two. Furthermore, the focus is on the transition from interactions based on physical

proximity to a community of mind that enables collective action to achieve certain goals

(Tönnies 1887b: 22). Thus, changing the binding link between combinations and

organizations from physical space to “the level of conscious thought” (ibid.).

This evolution can be displayed through sociofacts, which are defined as mentifacts

made visible through societal structures of kinship, political and economic institutions

(Jansma 2019: 126). They play a more restrictive role as they “exclude certain ways of

communication and collaboration due to explicit and implicit rules of dealing with

hierarchy or boundaries” (Riss et al. 2011: 57). As the evolution from local to mind occurs,

the ‘unwritten’ normative orientations and regulating norms for actions change. To foster a

higher degree of understanding of these changing sociofacts, the designer implements the
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following: tools to increase perceptions of similarity between neighbors, shared

understanding on relevant topics, knowledge of written and unwritten rules of cooperation

(ibid, 57-58).

4.3 Evaluation of the reconstructed process

Based on the process described above, a vision, operative image and specifications for

Nextdoor and Neighborland have been reconstructed. However, this doesn’t ensure that the

choices made during those stages had the same consequences they were set with. In other

words, the designer made the choice they did because it fit best during the process, but the

end-user might not have the same experience while using it. Therefore, to study the

consequences of the designer’s choices, I will study user reviews as described in method 2.

In this evaluation, I am only focusing on the Nextdoor designer’s choices. This is because

from the work done in the prior chapters, I have realized that my vision and desired

process aligns more closely to Nextdoor’s. Therefore, this evaluation will help me in

deriving takeaways based on end-users’ understanding of alternatives.

In reference to the 399 reduced and organized results found from the content

analysis conducted (method 2) on the 249 user reviews collected: 30.8% of reviews were

about how a particular feature was perceived negatively versus 27.1% were positive;

10.8% of reviews indicated the app promoted positive social relations in the neighborhood

in comparison to 10.5% of negative comments; 7.8% of reviews focused on how a role

contributed to negative consequences on the app, versus 1.8% found them positive; 3.8%

indicated that the partnerships with institutions had a positive impact on them, versus 1.3%

who said it was negative. Lastly, 6.3% of reviews consisted of suggestions on how to better

the app. The following results can be found in Annex 4 in the form of a pie chart.

To begin with, I will study the reviews about perceived effects of alternatives

chosen. Interestingly, the alternatives that were most mentioned by users appear on both

the negative and positive sides. Thus showcasing how users of the app can experience the

same alternative but have different experiences with them. These alternatives are: (1)

identity revelation requirements, (2) request and answer posts to share information, and (3)

ability to post and sort crime specific posts.
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When identity revelation requirements were perceived positively the reviews

highlighted the users’ increased desire to interact with another neighbor as they believed

they were a real person who lived in their neighborhood. This desire to interact increased

their communication both online and offline. In the physical world, neighbors hosted more

get-togethers with neighbors they spoke to online. Thereby, also acting like a verification

process of both their identity and their interactions. Through the real identities, offline

interactions were also conducted in more trustworthy manners as they were tied to online

reputation systems; if a neighbor acted differently in person they could be reported online

to warn other neighbors.

However when identity revelation requirements were perceived negatively, the

reviews found that instead of leading to trustful exchanges, user’s began questioning their

safety. This was either caused by the number of requirements asked for during the

verification and profile building process that made the experience feel invasive, and geared

toward data mining from big-tech companies. Or attributed to the number of requirements

displayed to other users, including real name, physical address, and display photos, which

led to users’ not feeling safe in their own homes. Instead of users thinking of the identity

revelations as a way to meet other neighbors, they were actually afraid that in the case of

an argument or disagreement it would affect their safety. Therefore, creating a space that

does not foster self-disclosure.

Based on this, I now understand that the total number of alternatives selected to

answer a certain claim can impact final usage. As the claim (3) stated, knowing real world

identities can increase trustworthy exchanges of social capital, however when there are too

many dimensions of identity-revelation added they can be negatively perceived. Therefore,

the design process for my app should locate the maximum number of identity revelation

dimensions that a user is comfortable with answering and displaying. And, the minimum

required to build perceived realness of a user being one’s neighbor.

The next alternative is the ability to request and answer posts to share information.

The positive reviews in this case indicate that the sharing and knowing of local information

and happenings, made users more aware and/or eager to learn about their neighborhood

and neighbors. Based on the content of a post or the way it was communicated, neighbors

viewed this alternative as an opportunity to learn about who their neighbors were, and
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identify potential like-minded individuals and friends within them. Popular information

shared included recommendations for local services, babysitters, and other community

related advice, which could not be found elsewhere. Furthermore, users had more positive

responses to the feature when another user discouraged them from using a disreputable

service. Based on the exchanges of the different types of local knowledge, it can be said

that the alternatives chosen assisted neighborhoods in creating their unique and common

fund of knowledge.

The negative reviews related to this alternative were the result of a drawback in the

initial vision. Both Nextdoor and NA’s are volunteer based, and therefore the content

produced is all user-generated. If there is a lack of active users, especially those who post

on the public forum to ask or answer then there is a lack of content. This would make users

perceive the app as useless and sign out. This usually occurs if the neighborhood has just

joined the app, or if the neighborhood lacks enthusiastic participants, thereby lacking the

minimum threshold of interaction.

Through this, I recognize that there are situations where using intersemiotic

translation as a generative tool can be more useful than an anticipatory tool. By locating

patterns in NA failures, and not just successes a designer can identify what requires a new

solution in the virtual space. In this situation, the failure comes from an overreliance on

volunteers, therefore to avoid this I need to create alternatives for non-user generated

interactions to keep initial or passive users of the app incentivized to stay. For example one

player games. Additionally, I also see a need to create alternatives to prompt

user-generated content creation. These could include popular topics identified like

recommendations for local services, babysitters and other community-related content. It is

also possible to identify some alternatives related to encouraging non-members to join to

reach a minimum threshold of interaction. In the negative reviews, there were users who

found the content they were receiving to not be related to their goals, which led to them to

sign out of the app. However, this cannot be changed to a large extent as the designer

cannot actually influence the type of content (other than prompts and suggestions) that is

being generated from a particular neighborhood. Also, what may be useless content for one

user, could be useful for another.
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The last feature is the ability to report crime, which could either be posted and

tagged in the crime & safety section, or filed as a report to the partnered police department.

The overall goal of this alternative was to help foster a safer neighborhood for all residents.

Those who viewed this feature positively indicated the formation of neighborhood watch

groups who posted information about break-ins, unidentified strangers, and other

suspicious activities led to users being more cautious. Another alternative created was to

send urgent alerts to all neighbors as a push notification during time-sensitive situations

such as missing persons or pets. Through these alternatives, neighbors were able to both

keep each other informed, and also mobilize action when required. Moreover, when

neighborhood groups met face-to-face in meetings, they were able to interact and build

relations with each other to keep their neighborhood safe. This feature also relates to the

positive reviews related to perceptions of the institution, where the police department was

identified as the only institution to be mentioned in the reviews. This perception was

created through information sharing by the police, prompt responses and an overall sense

of safety their presence created.

The neighbors who reviewed this feature negatively found that it led neighbors to

be more suspicious of one another, and created an environment of constant fear that made

neighbors constantly stay on alert. This was attributed to the public forum as the alternative

where neighbors could immediately post, share and comment what they found suspicious.

The lack of barriers to posting, and verification of the posts allowed citizens to become

vigilantes of their neighborhoods.

Moreover, it led to an increase in racial profiling. This can be further substantiated

through prior studies conducted on Nextdoor that noted the popularity of racially profiled

surveillance posts on the app’s crime and safety section (Payne 2017; Kurwa 2019;

Lambright 2019; Mols, Pridmore 2019). Especially posting “unsubstantiated ‘suspicious

activity’ warnings that result in calls to the police on Black citizens who have done nothing

wrong” (Levin 2015 cited in Kurwa 2019).
Evidence also suggests that the enthusiastic adoption of sites like Nextdoor could be reinforcing
existing class and racial boundaries in increasingly divided cities, drawing lines between ‘us’ and
‘them’ and amplifying the voices of neighbors who want to use the site to profile people they
consider outsiders, even those who may have lived in the area for generations. (Payne 2017: 18)
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This showcases how the pairing of the crime reporting alternative with the boundary

visualization alternative led to negative consequences during the actual usage of the app.

Whilst, in the process they were reconstructed separately with positive effects of the

pattern focused on building connections between neighbors, and protecting themselves

from strangers. In actuality led to neighbors identifying other neighbors as suspicious

strangers and outsiders of the community.

Based on this, I would still focus on creating alternatives that increase neighbor

vigilance to foster safer neighbourhoods. However, I would increase the barriers a user

faces when posting a particular post detailing suspicious activity. In India, the profiling that

occurs is not based on race, but on divisions in religion (Banaji 2018), caste (Narula 2008)

and socio-economic inequalities (Bharadwaj 2014). Therefore, to prevent or at least reduce

biased or stereotyped posts connecting the aforementioned, a filter can be applied where a

mention of a stereotype leads to further questions about the suspicious activity conducted.

Furthermore, alternatives in the form of ‘are you sure’ button can be implemented, for the

user to reaffirm what they saw.

Another change in alternatives I would implement includes a lack of visualization

of the boundary and the members in them. To participate in the app the users must be

verified and organized based on boundary, however the actual boundary drawn will not be

shown. This is to reduce the focus on who is a neighbor and who is not, and to refocus the

narrative on increasing interactions between neighbors. Furthermore, the boundaries that

are shown may be different than where a resident actually locates themselves in (Edwards

et al. 2014).

The aforementioned also highlights the importance of studying different

consequences of combining alternatives. In other words, alternatives chosen by themselves

both provide their own benefits, but together they can impact the users differently.

In a more recent occurrence, users found the app useful in providing alerts and

information regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. While neighbors had to physically

distance themselves from each other, Nextdoor proved a valuable resource to build social

proximity and collective action. A user indicated that their neighborhood used the app to

determine who required help, what could actually be done to help, and which neighbor

could help. In this way, claim 9 which was not selected prior could now also be applied.
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The next category of reviews relate to a design alternative created when

intersemiotic translation was used as a generative tool. The alternative to give one user

more power than another, led to the formation of ‘leads,’ which in the content-tag is listed

as a role. During the formation of a neighborhood on Nextdoor, the founding members are

made leads, and their main role35 is to moderate conversations occurings as they are given

the power to vote and remove ‘guideline violating messages’. They can also promote other

users to the position of leads. During the design process, this claim 10 was chosen to create

some formal hierarchy to build more trustworthy responses. While, 18.4% found

themselves sympathetic to the lead’s role or suggested they were doing an adequate job in

moderating conversations, 81.6% of role-related reviews were about the leads fostering a

negative environment. Some users questioned the process Nextdoor used to vest this

power. Whilst most were unhappy with the censorship and abuse of guidelines that led to

the removal of their posts, termination of their accounts, and creation of intolerance to

different views.

From this, I re-assess the consequences of using intersemiotic translation as a

generative tool. The role of lead did not exist in the NA, and was thereby added by the

designer in an attempt to order online communications to be more trustworthy. In this way,

certain users were given more power than others. However, in the generative process the

designer failed to assess (1) how to determine the person who will receive the power, (2)

why does power work in formal systems, (3) how does power work to create trustworthy

relationships, and most importantly (4) why does power fail in NA or informal systems.

This led to the lead being selected based on them signing their neighborhood to Nextdoor,

without assessing if they are the right person to hold the power. To know if I will make

alternatives to give more power to one user over another, I will have to conduct further

analysis based on the aforementioned points.

35 They have other privileges as well, which include the ability to adjust neighborhood boundaries, verify
applicants as neighbors, and edit the about section of the neighborhood.
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4.4 Evaluation of the reconstructed dominant

As determined previously, the designer utilises intersemiotic translation as a generative

tool to translate the dominant. Here, the translation is from a gesellschaft-oriented

neighborhood to a gemeinschaft-oriented VS to foster a we-attitude amongst users. By

creating this distinction the designer attempts to make the app a more appealing place for

neighbors to interact and communicate on. To assess if the designer was successful in

creating such a place, I will analyse the user-reviews based on the three process types

utilised to construct the experience. To conduct the evaluation, I will predominantly focus

on the social relations category, as the focus of the dominant is on social bonds.

Based on the results from the content analysis it was found that 10.8% found the

app had a positive influence on their relationships with neighbors, and 10.5% who believed

it had negatively affected their relationships.

First, I will study these results in relation to the mental process of gemeinschaft and

gesellschaft, and how they influence thought and relations to be organized. In both the

negative and positive reviews, the users were able to identify Nextdoor as a different

experience from the physical neighborhood through a before-app and after-app

comparison. Thus suggesting the designer chose the alternatives appropriately to

encourage users to divide their mental processes.

The positive reviews focused on how Nextdoor assisted their neighborhood in

community building, as users noted they felt more connected, participated more and were

able to build stronger relationships either through providing or receiving support.

Additionally, users found that the app helped them meet neighbors, thereby breaking the

alienation or isolation they might have felt in the neighborhood before. Thus, being able to

differentiate the before-app neighborhood as gesellschaft, and after-app as gemeinschaft.

In contrast, negative reviews focused on the toxic environment that had been

created on the app due to neighbors fighting, and leads abusing their power. However, this

doesn't mean that the app is viewed as gesellschaft. It simply indicates that the we-feeling
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is not experienced equally by all users. Cary Beckwith (2019) identified a link between

status and negative feelings toward gemeinschaft:

Groups often require contributions from their members, and a person’s status position can
shape his or her perception of what constitutes an appropriate contribution to the group.
When the demands of group life do not align with a high-status individual’s expectation of
what contributions are appropriate for him or her, the individual may be less likely to form
affective attachments to the group. (Beckwith 2019: 32)

On Nextdoor, it is possible that a high-status individual from the physical world is not a

lead member on the app. Therefore, the contributions they are required to make may not

align with what they deem appropriate. Similar to how social capital is transferred, users

from the physical space may want their status to also transfer. To be assigned a lead all one

has to do is create the neighborhood page on Nextdoor. This may be a different person

from the members of the neighborhood association. Thus, fostering negative feelings.

Therefore, I must remember this when designing my app, as it is an important factor when

assigning alternatives under the role type. Furthermore, it highlights how I must also study

the negative consequences of gemeinschaft bonds, rather than just the romanticised point

of view. And the level of influence members’ identity and status have on their experience

on the app.

The next process focuses on the orientational and is evaluated on the designer’s

ability to foster the creation of a common fund of objectified knowledge. Through this

knowledge, users should be able to interact in a gemeinschaft-oriented manner thereby

producing a we-attitude. To create this, the designer chooses alternatives such as the public

forum and ability to interact in interest-based groups to encourage users to exchange

perceptions of similarity, either about their lifestyle or experiences etc. And, also

alternatives that help instill common beliefs, about ideas or morals etc. However, the usage

of these alternatives depends entirely on the users, as the content is user-generated and

volunteer based. Therefore, positive reviews focus on sharing recommendations, referrals

and fostering communal responsibility for the neighborhood. Whereas, negative reviews

focus more on not building the common fund, as the posts were more focused on fighting

with neighbors or leads about issues, or were used for neighbor gossip and bullying.

However, this is not a direct issue caused by the designer’s choice of using a public forum,
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but the way it was misused by neighborhood members. It is an outcome that is entirely

possible on my app as well.

The relational processes cemented as sociofacts cannot be generated by the

designer, as they emerge from social interaction. Based on the creation of the common

fund there is an evolution in the “internal representation in people’s mind as a capacity to

act in a social context” (Riss et al. 2011: 58). Thus, highlighting the social dimension of an

user’s intended action. The identification of these sociofacts will be inferred from

indicators, as I cannot directly access sociofacts. Here, I will focus on social character as a

way to understand sociofacts, as they are both shared and produced by the experience of a

social group (Riesman et al. 1969: 4). To evaluate social character, I will study the user

reviews to understand the character traits acquired by users that make them act in a certain

way.

Based on the different character traits analysed there are three main patterns of

interactions; categorized in the following groups: (1) gesellschaft of neighborhood, (2)

gemeinschaft of place, and (3) gemeinschaft of mind. Each group has members with

mutual understandings and expectations, and have different sets of implicit and explicit

rules for their members to abide by.

Reviews relating to gesellschaft of neighborhood focus on users not finding the app

useful as they don't understand the need for neighbors to be friendly with each other. This

perspective is built on the norm of impersonal relationships between group members and

interactions are conducted to further one’s self-interest. Moreover, the actions are not

focused on community-building and support, but on need-based queries. The existence of

this group can be found in the negative reviews section from users who were displeased by

the lack of praise and thanks they received for their efforts in addressing other users’

needs. And, reviews suggesting users were not being respectful of others. From this we can

infer that the users are operating by different rules on the app.

The next set of character patterns appear in users who identify other users as

neighbors, but not as friends. This group is termed as the gemeinschaft of place as they

operate based on obligations of physical proximity. Here, users are termed as ‘good

neighbors’ by other users if they frequently share information, provide advice and

recommendations. Hence, actions or interactions are conducted to maintain or construct
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their reputation as a good neighbor. This makes the source of direction for the user

‘other-directed’ as they look for validation and guidance for their actions from other users

(Riesman et al. 1969: 17) without understanding the true purpose of why they should

conduct actions in this manner. A problem of functioning in this way relates to the

competition it might create with other users to seem more ‘good’ in the neighborhood, thus

defeating the purpose of community-building.

The third group is gemeinschaft of spirit and is characterized by users conducting

actions to benefit their neighborhood, and neighbors. Here, the actions are not based on

physical proximity or reputation management, but on a personal sense of responsibility.

Furthermore, reviews suggest users post content to look out for, help, or ‘bring a smile’ to

other members. Moreover, the focus is more on the action than equating it with social

approval or a need for praise and thanks. Such actions thereby stem from an inner sense of

the we-attitude and are based on the choice of a user to conduct an action in this way.

By analysing these three patterns, we can see the evolution of social character from

focusing entirely on one’s needs to being part of a community and its needs. However, I

cannot presume that all neighborhoods on Nextdoor follow this evolution. It is possible

that the reverse occurs and actually demotivates users from acting on behalf of their

neighborhoods. Although a designer cannot guarantee this evolution, they can promote

opportunities for it to occur organically through the interest groups feature36, treat-map37

feature, and cheer-map38 feature.

4.5 Limitations & Way forward

There are four main limitations to the application of this thesis. My main aim is to build an

app for Indian neighborhoods to form social capital producing communities. However,

38 Interactive map based feature created for holidays like Christmas to let other neighbors know which houses
will be lit or decorated. Retrieved from:
https://help.nextdoor.com/s/article/holiday-cheer-map?language=en_US 17.05.2021

37 Interactive map based feature created for Halloween for neighbors to know which houses will distribute
candy, which houses will decorate, and which neighbors will host a haunted house. Retrieved from:
https://blog.nextdoor.com/2019/10/01/time-to-score-those-treats-nextdoors-annual-treat-map-is-back/
17.05.2021

36 By using this feature users can create groups according to their interests and find other users with
similarities.
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community and social capital formation in this thesis has been analysed from a

predominantly western perspective. This is a limitation because the base of many of the

theories used to build the claims library or identify patterns come from effects of

urbanization after the Industrial Revolution. Therefore, social order and organization is

based on the emergent working class (Freitag 1989: 4). In contrast, India’s social

organization is built on a fundamentally different system of values that are ‘cultural’ rather

than ‘material’ (Upadhya 1998). These include ethnicity, caste and religion. Moreover, the

meaning and associations attributed to the concept of community are based on a myriad of

significant events in Indian history: pre-colonial, British colonial, Indian independence

from the British, separation between India and Pakistan (ibid.). Therefore, as a way

forward I would have to study these different concepts, and identify how they are viewed

today. Especially, to identify which concept of community can be identified as

gemeinschaft.

The next limitation relates to the digital divide present either due to accessibility to

technical infrastructure, low digital literacy levels or socioeconomic reasons. This is

important because “if a significant part of a population begins to form social relationships

on computer networks, then the rest of the population, even if it is the majority will be less

able to participate fully in all aspects of the society” (Fernback, Thompson 1995). This

limitation is recognized, especially since most neighborhoods in India are not as equal in

resources as the suburban neighborhoods of America that Nextdoor and Neighborland

cater to. Therefore, providing access to such an app will also mean leaving some

potentially-active members of the community behind.

With regard to achieving participation from the rest of the population, there is

another limitation. Most apps created have an age limit of 13 and above. Thereby not

permitting younger members to participate in community building activities online.

The next limitation is the optimistic point of view toward technology that has been

taken. Through the process, I focus on how a claim or pattern can positively lead to social

capital production or community formation in the physical world. However, I do not focus

on the negative impacts of isolation or increase in impoverishment of social relations

caused by increased technological usage (Lawson 2017). This is because my biggest focus

is on the affordance of connectivity that technology provides. Moreover, through the app
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one of the objectives is to increase offline interactions between neighbors, and possibly

help neighbors who currently feel isolated to connect with their neighbors. Although, in the

evaluation of the features and dominant I do highlight how certain choices taken by a

designer can have negative consequences during app usage, and create negative impacts in

the physical neighborhoods.

4.6 Chapter Summary: Learnings to implement on my app

● The design process:

○ Requires a combination of using intersemiotic translation as an anticipatory

and generative tool.

○ Focus similar to Nextdoor to increase interaction between neighbors.

○ Keep conversation as the main activity.

○ Add participatory planning and visualization tools to reduce overreliance on

informal reputation systems.

○ Focus on creating bonds of spirit, not just physical proximity.

● Evaluation of the reconstructed design process:

○ Total number of alternatives used to answer a claim can impact final-use

■ Number of verifications and display of identity

○ Must be some provision of non-user generated content to keep a level of

interactivity.

○ Must provide some prompts to create and guide content.

○ Combinations of alternatives must be analysed to understand impact.

■ Will not implement visualization of boundaries.

■ Will add filters to reduce profiling.

○ Using a generative tool might deviate too much from the actual form and

lead to negative effects.

■ Will not create a hierarchy of leads as moderators.

■ Or, will create a more elective process to choose leads.

● Evaluation of the reconstructed dominant:

○ All members will not experience gemeinschaft at equal levels.
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○ The negative side of gemeinschaft must be accounted for in the app design.

○ Evolution of social characters present: gesellschaft neighborhood,

gemeinschaft of place (other), and gemeinschaft of mind (inner).
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Conclusion

This thesis set out to study and evaluate the design processes involved in creating an app to

help a neighborhood build social capital and community. The objective was to construct a

blueprint for an app as a third place for neighborhoods in India to interact and

communicate on. Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, as there is a necessity for

social capital, but a lack of physical interactions due social distancing measures.

To achieve this, I studied both the design process and the designer’s cognitive

process. Through the design process three stages were identified; vision, operative image

and specifications where a designer uses translation as a cognitive process to make choices

(definitional or selective instruction). The concept of translation was further built on to

understand how patterns from the physical world can appear in the virtual. Based on this it

was understood that intersemiotic translation can be used as an anticipatory tool to create a

plan, and generative to fill the gaps or transform elements from the physical world.

To find takeaways to build my app, a claims-to-pattern approach was taken,

through which a reusable claims library was created. During the reconstruction of

Neighborland and Nextdoor’s design process these claims were identified based on their

respective goals and vision. After, which patterns were used to create alternatives for the

app. And, lastly, an evaluation was conducted on the reconstructed design process to

understand the users’ point of view.

Based on which the following results were identified that could impact final usage:

(1) number of alternatives chosen to answer a claim, (2) combination of alternatives, (3)

translating the flaws from the physical world, (4) deviating too much in the transformation

from the actual form, and (5) focusing only on the positive consequences of the dominant.

The work conducted in this thesis provides a new lens for interaction design by

introducing semiotic concepts of intersemiotic translation and logonomic systems.

Moreover, it builds a way forward from metaphors and shape based grammar systems to
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study the physical world during app design. This could be helpful in implementing both

interactions and microinteractions on an app.

It also provides a lens for studying social life online, and how users’ act in

accordance to a particular feature. As our world becomes more media-mediated, this thesis

provides a look at designing apps for people, not just users. Therefore, focusing on ways to

build interaction and communication to foster relations among real people, not automatized

bots. In this way, it is different from studies focusing on artificial intelligence, and using

translation for chatbots.

Lastly, this process of reconstruction and reflecting can assist designers to study

more apps in a structured manner. This could help in creating a bigger reusable claims

library for many different topics, not just community and social capital. Additionally, the

reconstruction in collaboration with the user reviews can help find gaps in the main

structures of apps and their functions. Therefore, making more user goal-oriented apps in

the future.
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Annex 1: Table 2. summary of identified design claims

Design Claim Library: lexical rules

1 By fostering democracy through participatory planning, a neighborhood can build social
capital.

2 To ensure a quality of democracy be maintained, there must be transparency in decisions,
alternative sources of information provided, and a sense of accountability.

3 Revealing different dimensions of an individual’s real identity can lead to more trustworthy
exchanges of social capital.

4 A medium sized neighborhood is most likely to promote social interactions, as residents
will know other residents, but also have privacy.

5 To create a space for communication and interaction between members, the conditions for
being considered a third place must be fulfilled.

6 Building semi-private spaces can act as buffer zones to create interaction with a higher
degree of privacy and territorial control than the public place.

7 Opportunities for surveillance allows neighbors to see who they would like to interact with.

8 Defining a social goal with common objectives can lead to more cooperation

9 Insecurity or uncertainty can lead to more goal-oriented interaction

Design Claim Library: grammar rules

10 If some users have more power than others then more trustworthy relationships will form,
and the community will know how to function.

11 If partnerships with institutions exist then more trustworthy actions will occur and the
community will know how to function.

12 Formal rules enforced by an external authority increase willingness to exchange messages
of social capital.

13 If all members can view an individual’s actions, they are more likely to conduct trustworthy
actions due to informal rules.

14 If mutual acquaintances observe actions through a reputation system then a user is more
likely to conduct interactions appropriately.
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15 Presence of role models can facilitate messages of social capital being exchanged.

16 Expertise of community members must be made visible to facilitate messages of social
capital.
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Annex 2: Table 3. organizing alternatives found for Nextdoor

Type Design Alternatives Design
Claims

Selection,
sorting and
highlighting

● Sorting and selection of content based on:
○ General message to neighbors
○ Informing neighbors about crime
○ Informing neighbours about safety-related
○ Buy and selling of goods and services
○ Urgent alerts in case of emergencies
○ Lost and found related messages
○ Providing or requesting recommendations
○ Hosting of events

● Users can tag their posts according to a topic.
● Users can tag their posts with a location pinned to the

map.
● Can filter local content topics based on individual

interest.
● A user can view other users’ profiles

● 5
● 7

External
communication

● Partnerships with institutions
○ Law enforcement
○ Fire/EMS
○ Emergency management agencies
○ Local/regional administrative agencies

● Invite other neighbors to the app
○ Use email addresses.
○ Send letters with code to the physical address.
○ Invite neighbors on Facebook.

● Integrations with local business platforms Handy,
Homeadvisor, Thumbtack.

● 11

Content, tasks
and activities ● Users can post on the public forum or message another

user privately.
● Users can post text, images, video & documents in a

discussion forum, but must provide following content:
○ Subject
○ Message
○ Category

● 2
● 16
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○ Attachments if required.
● Users can comment on other users’ posts.
● Users can like, react (like, thank, agree, laugh, wow, sad)

on other users’ posts.
● Ability for neighborhood map to reflect context-based

changes varying on situation (Halloween, Christmas,
Covid help map).

● Users can send an urgent alert to the entire neighborhood
if they consider a situation to be affecting the safety of
the neighborhood.

● Receive local news occurring in the neighborhood
through local news organizations.

Feedback ● To survey sentiments of an issue, a poll can be created
(upto 10 answers).

● 1

Procedures and
rules

● Users must be verified to join a neighborhood.
● To verify an applicant as a neighbor:

○ Phone billing address
○ Invitation letter with code sent to physical

address.
○ Statement from bank, government agency,

authorized insurer.
○ Valid government issued identification.
○ Rental or house agreement.
○ Utility bill associated with address.

● Users cannot utilise aliases or pseudonymous
● Users must display they real names
● Users can choose to display address
● Mutual acquaintances can observe all public interactions.

● 3
● 14

Community
structure

● Age 13 and over can join as members.
● Medium community size based on geographical

boundary drawn by distance-based algorithm through
Google Maps.

● Recommended maximum amount of households range
between 750-1000.

● Minimum amount of 10 members required in 21 days to
become a permanently ‘launched’ neighborhood on the
site.

● Clustering into public subgroups based on an identified
common interest.

● Clustering into private subgroups based on moderator

● 4
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approval.
● Degree of homogeneity dependent on the physical

neighborhood.

Roles ● Founding members of a new neighborhood on the app
are given special capabilities, and become ‘leads’

● Lead maintains and grows a neighbourhood.
● Lead moderates conversations in a neighborhood.
● Community reviewers as a set of members who create

norms for their neighborhood.
○ Provided subset of capabilities leads have.
○ Vote whether to keep or remove certain content.

● 10

Access Controls ● Leads have the power to: Vote to remove guideline
violating messages.

○ Adjust neighborhood boundaries.
○ Verify applicants as neighbors.
○ Edit ‘about’ section of the neighborhood.
○ Promote another member as ‘lead’.

● Most committed users can be made ‘lead’ and given the
same special capabilities as founding members.

● Not following Nextdoor guidelines can be grounds to
remove a user.

● 10

Framing ● Boundary of neighborhood.
● Naming of neighborhood.
● Map design of the neighborhood.
● Creation of unique neighborhood pages through US

census data (open to public) indicating partnerships with
institutions.
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Annex 3: Table 4. organizing alternatives found for Neighborland

Type Design Alternatives Design
Claims

Content, tasks
and activities
in the
community

● Ability to see all projects listed in their city by a public
organization.

● Detailed information of projects can be accessed by all.
● Users provided the option to share ideas for projects.
● Users can post text, images, video & documents in a

discussion forum.
● Users can vote and comment on ideas they support.
● Users can host and inform other users about events

relating to a project.
● All users are provided information from workshops and

events held offline for a project.
● Users can access all ideas relating to the question.
● Users can search for ideas relating to a User ID.
● Users can view detailed information about all actions for a

selected idea.
● Users can view detailed information about all comments

about an idea.
● Donations for projects can be collected.
● Users can view other users’ detailed information.
● Users can view a list of friends of other members.
● Ability to engage with all users through Google

translations of available languages.

● 1
● 2
● 11

Feedback
● Civic-minded organizations can collect feedback from

members based on ideas, votes, or comments.
● Civic-minded organizations can create and publish single

and multiple choice surveys.
● Civic-minded organizations can use automated sentiment

analysis tools, Google Analytics and Facebook Analytics.

● 1
● 2
● 11

Roles, rules
and
procedures

● Provide written rules and guidelines for interacting.
● Civic-minded organization facilitates and moderates

conversations.

● 12
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Access
Controls ● Civic-minded organizations create projects to improve a

community.
● Civic-minded organizations set goals and objectives of the

projects.
● Select feedback tools necessary for the project.

● 10

Selection,
sorting and
highlighting

● Projects, ideas and actions sorted based on map renders
within a specific radius or nearest point of location.

● Projects, ideas and actions sorted by topic of interest.
● Users select projects they want to participate in.

● 8

Community
structure

● To access the site users must identify their pincode, city
and neighbourhood name.

● Base map of google used to determine boundaries.
● Users must be over the age of 13.
● Clustering into groups based on an identified common

goal in a neighbourhood defined by civic-organization.
● Clustering into subgroups in a project based on interest in

a particular idea of another community member.
● Degree of homogeneity dependent on the

city/county/region and respective project.

● 4

External
communicatio
n

● Projects, ideas, and actions can be shared through other
social media sites (Facebook, Twitter).

● Feedback can be shared through Facebook, Twitter,
Google.

● Users can receive phone calls and text messages for
further insight collection.

● Automated email notifications for all project-following
members about milestone achievement updates.

● 4

Framing
● Visualization tool of map
● Different projects through distinctly identified (name,

visual logo, description) civic-minded organizations.
● Theme pages available to visually reflect the project’s

identity.
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● Summary of the project described.

Annex 4: Content-analysis results

Figure 2: Pie chart indicating percentage of tags identified per category
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Annex 4: Content-analysis results

Figure 2: Pie chart indicating percentage of tags identified per category

Table 5: Total positive and negative tags identified per category.

Category Tag Positive Negative Total

Feature 108 123 231

Social Relations 43 42 85

Role 7 31 38

Partnership with
institution

15 5 20

Suggestions 25 (considered as neutral) 25

Total 173 (excluding
suggestions)

201 (excluding
suggestions)

399
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Luues naabruskonnale kogukonda: intersemiootilise tõlke kasutamine
rakendusepõhises interaktsioonidisainis

Kokkuvõte

Selle lõputöö kaugem eesmärk on luua India naabruskondadele suhtlemiseks ja läbi

käimiseks virtuaalne asula. Selle eesmärk on aidata füüsilistel naabruskondadel muutuda

sotsiaalset kapitali loovateks kogukondadeks, kus on tihedad suhted naabrite vahel. Selle

saavutamiseks rekonstrueerin kahe naabruskondadele ja kogukonnaloomele keskenduva

juba olemasoleva virtuaalse asula kujundusprotsessid. Uurides disainerite valikuid, loodan

luua kavandi oma loodava rakenduse jaoks.

Lõputöö koosneb neljast põhilisest sisuosast: (1) uurin, kuidas disainerid saavad

tuua mustreid füüsilisest maailmast virtuaalsesse maailma, (2) tuvastan füüsilisest

maailmast pärinevad suhtlemismustrid, mis viivad sotsiaalse kapitali tootmisele, (3)

määran meetodid Neighborland’i ja Nextdoor’i disainiprotsessi rekonstrueerimiseks ja

hindamiseks ning (4) rekonstrueerin ja hindad mõlema rakenduse kujundusprotsessi, et

luua oma rakenduse kavand.

Esimese osa ’kuidas’ vastamiseks uurin disainiprotsessi väitest-mustriks

lähenemist. Selles teeb disainer esmalt kindlaks rakenduse eesmärgi ja koostab visiooni

selle põhjal, kuidas see eesmärk füüsilises ruumis saavutatakse. Seejärel loob ta

grammatiliste reeglite kogumi, mis põhineb füüsilisest ruumist pärit ennustavatel väidetel.

Lõpuks täpsustatakse väidete lahendusi varem virtuaalses ruumis kasutatud mustrite

kaudu. Selle protsessi igas etapis kasutab disainer intersemiootilist tõlget nii ennetava

tööriistana virtuaalses maailmas liikumiseks kui ka generatiivse vahendina füüsilises

maailmas tekkinud lünkade täitmiseks.

Järgmises osas uurin sotsiaalset kapitali ning kogukonnaga tegelevaid teooriaid ja

empiirilisi uurimusi, et välja selgitada ennustavaid väiteid: (1) elemendid, mis muudavad

asula kogukonnamoodustamist soosivamaks, (2) nn kolmandate kohtade roll

naabritevaheliste suhete loomisel ja (3) kuidas asula või kogukond saab toota sotsiaalset

kapitali. Valitud väited põhinevad protseduurilisuse lähenemisel – et tuvastada
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suhtlusreeglid, mis viivad sotsiaalse kapitali või kogukonna loomiseni. Väited jagunevad

leksikaalseteks ja grammatilisteks reegliteks. Selle eesmärk on luua tulevastele kasutajatele

logonoomiline süsteem, mõistmaks, kuidas luua või vastu võtta sotsiaalse kapitali ja

kogukonna loomise sõnumeid.

Kolmas osa annab kaks meetodit Nextdoor’i ja Neighborland’i

rekonstrueerimisprotsessiks. Esimene on Paul Resnicki ja Robert Krauti disaini

alternatiivtüüpide kategoriseerimine, mille saab valida virtuaalse kogukonna loomiseks.

Tüüpide põhjal valitakse väidetele vastamiseks alternatiivide kogumid. Teine meetod

keskendub disaineri protsessi ja valitud alternatiivide hindamisele. Selleks tegin kasutajate

tagasiside sisuanalüüs, kasutades tekstianalüüsivahendit Monkey Learn. Analüüsil

keskendusin arvustuste positiivsusele/negatiivsusele, rollidele, partnerinstitutsioonidele ja

mõjudele sotsiaalsetele suhetele.

Tulemuste põhjal rekonstrueerisin ja hindasin disainiprotsessi ja intersemiootilist

tõlget ja kaht rakendust eristades. Nextdoor’i lähenemine põhineb naabrus-ühenduse ideel,

Neighborland seevastu naabrus-nõukogu ideel. Seejärel määrab visioon mõlema rakenduse

logonoomiliste süsteemide loomiseks valitud väited ning virtuaalse ruumi mustrid. Lisaks

sai tuvastatud disaineri-dominant - kus intersemiootiline tõlge toimub gesellschaft’ile

orienteeritud füüsilisest maailmast gemeinschaft’ile orienteeritud rakendusse.
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